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Summary
In a clinical setting, automatic reporting systems are used to discover and prevent Adverse Drug Events
(ADEs). An ADE can be defined as any drug related injury occurring during the patient’s drug treatment.
Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) often have embedded Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS) that
generate alerts to warn physicians against ADEs. Clinical rules in a CDSS are responsible for triggering
certain alerts. However, the clinical rules that are currently in use are focused on complete coverage
instead of clinical relevance or severity of the event, which leads to low clinician acceptance of
prescription alerts. At Maxima Medical Center (MMC) in Veldhoven, drug prescription alerts are
generated by a system called CS-EZIS. The pharmacist of MMC indicates that 500-800 prescription
alerts are to be assessed on an average day. This is a time-consuming process and alert fatigue may
occur when many alerts are presented to the user of the system. Alert fatigue is a state in which the
user becomes less responsive to alerts and can therefore result in missing alerts. In this research
project, several data mining techniques are investigated to find out whether they can assist in the
assessment of alerts at MMC. Drug and patient data from 2014 and 2015 exported from the EMR of
MMC is used in this data mining process.
The research project starts with the identification of those alerts that are most time-consuming for the
pharmacy. A decision is made to only investigate drug-drug interaction alerts and a top-ten ranking is
created to find the most time-consuming drug-drug interaction. The top-ten ranking showed that drug
interactions with Cumarines are most time-consuming and therefore seven drug-Cumarine
interactions were included when creating the final dataset. To define whether an alert is
time-consuming and relevant or not relevant, alert textboxes were examined and translated into class
values. Alert textboxes are used by pharmacy personnel to communicate about a specific alert and to
denote how an alert is assessed. When these textboxes are filled an alert is considered to be
time-consuming, according to the pharmacist. When these textboxes are empty or contain
a certain text-value, the class value of the alert was set to 0 (alert is not relevant). In all other cases,
the class value was set to 1 (alert is relevant). All class values were stored in a variable called
Textbox class. The Textbox class values were compared to class values that were created using
the Cumarine alert assessment protocol of the pharmacy. A new class, called Expert class, was created
that contained the class values that were calculated using this assessment protocol. Again, the class
values were set to 0 (alert not relevant) or 1 (relevant alert). The comparison of these two classes
revealed major differences in the actual alert assessment (Textbox class) and the theoretical alert
assessment (Expert class) at MMC. The dataset contained 5,383 Cumarines alerts and included
12 predictor variables and 1 dependent variable (Textbox class). Several patient and drug specific
variables were included as predictor variables.
The goal of this research project was to find data mining techniques that can assist in alert assessment
by predicting the level (0 or 1) of relevance of an alert. Three prediction data mining techniques were
investigated: Decision trees, Fuzzy Inference Systems, and Naive Bayes Classification. The CRISP-DM
methodology is used in this data mining process which consist of six phases: Business Understanding,
Data Understanding, Data Preparation, Modeling, Evaluation, and Deployment. All models were
trained and validated using 90% of the initial dataset and an oversampled dataset to find the model
with the highest quality values. This oversampled dataset was created to see the effect of unbalanced
class values in the dependent variables on the models. The best predictive models were tested using
the remaining 10% of the initial dataset. The quality of the obtained models was defined using several
quality values.
The results of the data mining process indicate that the Decision Tree prediction model has
the highest quality values compared to the Naive Bayes Classifier and the Prediction using FIS. This
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Decision Tree data mining method can be used to predict how relevant an interaction alert is in
a clinical setting. The rules created by the decision tree model can be copied into the CS-EZIS of MMC
to support alert assessment and to decrease the chances of alert fatigue. The results showed that the
model could be used to filter 83% of all alerts. This would be a major improvement in alert assessment
according to the pharmacist.
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1. Introduction
The last four decades there has been a major increase in the number of automatic reporting systems
for adverse drug events. An Adverse Drug Event (ADE) is defined as ‘any injury occurring during
the patient’s drug therapy and resulting either from inappropriate care or from unsuitable or
suboptimal care’ (Riedmann et al. 2011) and is the most common type of iatrogenic injury occurring in
hospitalized patients (Raschke et al. 1998). Computerized prescription alerts can assist in avoiding
ADEs (Raschke et al., 1998). However, research has indicated that one important example of an ADE is
the situation in which a medical specialist fails to adequately assess computerized prescription alerts.
Prescription alerts are often created by a Computerized Prescription Order Entry (CPOE) system
equipped with Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS). These prescription alerts can be presented to
a physician in case of dosage problems of a prescribed drug or when an interaction with another
prescribed drug is found.
In recent years, a need is seen for improved drug safety monitoring because some adverse drug events
were detected too late, with all its consequences (Trifirò et al., 2009). The increasing availability of
Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) and Clinical Decision Support Systems presents opportunities to
investigate many adverse drug events. However, content for CDSSs is usually developed manually, and
developing good content is difficult (Wright et al., 2006). CDSS content is often made up of several
if-then-else. These clinical rules contain information about drug prescriptions and information about
in which cases certain alerts should pop-up and in which cases they should not. Many hospitals have
dedicated pharmacy and therapeutics committees charged with developing and reviewing content for
CDSSs (Shah et al., 2006). However, the alert systems that are currently in use are focused on complete
coverage instead of clinical relevance or severity of the event, which leads to low clinician acceptance
of drug alerts. Consequently, there are still many medication errors despite the use of
a CDSS, which emphasizes the need for improving the alert mechanisms in the health care setting
(Beuscart, 2009).
There have been several studies on improvement of clinical alert systems or CDSSs. Section 2
“Alert Filtering in Healthcare” shows an overview of those studies, which can be divided in three main
groups; studies that focus on turning off irrelevant alerts, studies that focus on filtering alerts, and
studies that focus on presenting alerts in a different way to the user. Looking into these studies one
can conclude that mainly expert panels, interviews and literature reviews were used to assess and
improve alert systems by creating new clinical rules that were added to a CDSS or Knowledge Base.
In the literature review carried out prior to this master thesis project, an overview of the current state
of art on using data mining techniques on the Electronic Medical Record was presented. Statistical
techniques, frequent itemset mining, and association rule mining were identified techniques used in
prior research. The studies indicated that it is possible to use data mining techniques to compare
hospitalized patients and that data mining techniques can be used to develop CDSS content or clinical
rules. In this research project several other data mining techniques are applied on the Electronic
Medical Record of Maxima Medical Center (MMC) in Veldhoven (NL).
As described in the “Ziekenhuisapotheek Standaard (ZAS)” (Eng.: “hospital pharmacy standard”),
the hospital pharmacist is responsible for assessing prescription alerts and prescription assessment is
done based on the expert opinion and knowledge of the pharmacist and by assessing alerts using
nationwide standard protocols. Nationwide standard protocols are created by the professional
association of pharmacists (KNMP) and are included in the G-Standard. The Hospital Pharmacist
at Maxima Medical Center (MMC) Veldhoven indicates that MMC’s Pharmacy has to deal with
5

500-800 prescription alerts on an average day (mainly caused by medication interactions), which is
considered to be too high and time consuming. Riedmann et al. (2011) found that many alerts can
cause alert fatigue; a state in which the user or assessor becomes less responsive to alerts in general
or in other words a mental state which is the result of too many alerts that consume time and mental
energy.
Assessing these 500-800 prescription alerts each day consumes a lot of time and therefore money.
Jensen et al. (2012) indicated that data mining of Electronic Medical Record databases can assist in
generating a context-specific and clinically actionable knowledge and therefore can assist, by using
historic data, in generating the clinical rules, knowledge and protocols that the pharmacist uses
to assess alerts.
The aim of this research project is to find data mining techniques that can support processing
of prescription alerts at the Maxima Medical Center in Veldhoven. Electronic Medical Record Data
of prescription interaction alerts and patient data will be used to make a ranking of the most time
consuming alerts and the data of these ‘top’ alerts is then used to train, validate and test the created
models. Data mining techniques like Decision trees, Fuzzy Inference System based Prediction,
and Naive Bayes Classification will be used and investigated in this research to find the most accurate
model for decision support by classifying alerts.

Maxima Medical Center Veldhoven
Maxima Medical Center (MMC) is the largest medical center in the South-East Brabant area and has
two sites, one located in Veldhoven and one in Eindhoven. MMC has about 3250 employees including
210 medical specialists and a capacity of 543 beds (source: www.mmc.nl). MMC Eindhoven is focused
on elective care and low-complexity care. MMC Veldhoven is the larger site of the two and is focused
on basic hospital care, complex care and intensive care. This research project will be carried out at
the clinical pharmacy department of MMC Veldhoven. The internal mentor for this research project is
Drs. P.A.G. De Klaver who is a hospital pharmacist at MMC Veldhoven.
This research is performed to serve the pharmacy and therefore the boundary of this project is set
at pharmacy alerts only. The number of alerts at MMC Veldhoven pharmacy has increased over
the last years and, according to the hospital pharmacist, will continue to increase over the next years
because of the ageing population in the Netherlands. Drs. De Klaver indicates that the last major
improvement in alert assessment was the introduction of clinical rules, about 15 years ago, and that
they are always looking for improvements in alert assessment. Alert assessment is done by pharmacy
technicians and the pharmacists themselves. Pharmacy technicians spend 90 minutes per day to assess
medication alerts and the pharmacist is spending another 90 minutes on alert assessment on
an average day. Alert assessment is done during working hours which means this can only be done
8 hours per day. The pharmacist also indicates that the planning of alert assessment is almost
impossible; alerts can pop-up at any moment of the day. Reducing the amount of alerts or fully
automating the assessment of alerts would be a major improvement, according to the pharmacist.
To narrow the scope of this research, only those prescription interactions having the most serious
effect on the workload at the pharmacy will be used in the data mining process. Therefore, a ranking
of the average workload of the interactions will be made at the beginning of the research project.
After this ranking procedure, one or more interaction effects and corresponding patient data are
selected based on the availability and usability of the data and will be used in the data mining
processes.
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Research Question
The practical goal of this research project is to reduce the time spent on alert assessment in
the pharmacy. Therefore, the aim of this research is to find out if it is possible to use data mining
techniques that can assist in making decisions about prescription interaction alerts that appear in
the software system of the Maxima Medical Center in Veldhoven. The main research question is
therefore stated as follows:
How can data mining techniques be used to support processing of alerts in computerized physician
order entry systems?
To answer this main research question it is divided into six sub-questions.
Sub-questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Which are the 10 most time consuming drug-drug interaction alerts at the pharmacy of MMC?
What data are available and how to evaluate the usefulness of current alerts?
Which data mining techniques are suitable for creating alert assessment support models?
What data are needed for using those data mining techniques?
What is the quality of the obtained methods?
Can these created alert assessment support models be used in practice?

Using a model to predict the level of relevance of an alert can be done in two ways. One can try
to predict the Not Relevant alerts or the Relevant alerts. MMC is looking for ways to filter
irrelevant alerts and therefore this research project focuses on predicting Not Relevant alerts.
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2. Alert filtering in Healthcare
As already mentioned in the introduction, physicians are often inundated with alerts that most of
the time have low clinically importance. Shah et al. (2006) did research on improving the acceptance
of drug alerts by filtering alerts and by designing a selective set of alerts by designating only critical
to high-severity alerts to be interruptive to the clinician’s workflow. They also investigated
the reasons why clinicians were overriding alerts to better understand their rational. They created
a knowledge base containing drug contraindications that were used in the Computerized Physician
Order Entry (CPOE) alert system by reviewing potential duplicate drug class, drug-disease, drug-drug,
drug-lab, and drug-pregnancy contraindications. This review process was executed by a panel of
experts; physicians and pharmacists. Data from First Databank, Hansten and Horn drug interaction
database, database of U.S. Food and Drug Administration, peer-reviewed literature and pre-existing
knowledge bases were used to assess the clinical importance of alerts. Only alerts clinically relevant
to the ambulatory setting were included in the knowledge base and alerts were ranked on severity
of alert, likelihood of occurrence, and strength of supporting clinical evidence. The panel of experts
reached their decisions based on extensive discussion and consensus agreement and alerts were
divided into three levels: level 1 (fatal or life-threatening interaction), level 2 (potential serious injury),
and level 3 (possibility of an undesirable interaction). Alerts from level 1 and 2 were set to ‘interruptive’
because of the required user action before continuing the medication prescription. Level 3 alerts were
set to ‘non-interruptive’ because they did not require user intervention. Physicians’ actions were
divided into four categories; accepted alert, overridden alert, cancelled order, modified order. The final
knowledge base consisted of 1,444 drug contraindication rules. Using this knowledge base they
evaluated 18,115 drug alerts and found higher user acceptance of computerized administration alerts
when using this selective knowledge base. 71% of alerts were filtered because they were set to
“non-interruptive mode” by the knowledge base. They also found that 66% of the more selective
interruptive alerts were accepted by clinicians. They collected the reasons why clinicians had to
override alerts that could eventually be used to improve their knowledge base. Shah et al. found that
by interrupting clinicians only for those drug contraindications with the highest clinical importance,
it is possible to achieve fewer interruptive alerts and a higher acceptance rate of alerts.
Koutkias et al. (2012) did a similar study on adverse drug event prevention by designing and developing
a uniform, contextualized and sustainable knowledge-based framework. Improving the clinical rules of
a CPOE alert system could lead to an improvement of the number and kind of alerts. This rule-based
knowledge framework was designed using several techniques; (a) Association and decision-tree
induced rules obtained by applying data-mining techniques on patient records of past hospitalizations,
and validated by clinical experts, (b) Drug interactions that are already known and registered in
pharmacovigilance knowledge-base, (c) and other rules extracted from literature and validated by
clinical experts. The importance of the rules originated from data-mining was determined based on its
statistical significance. Koutkias et al. indicate the advantage of using data-mining techniques because
they assist in finding more complex rules compared to rules that are typically found in literature or
pharmacovigilance knowledge-bases. The potential of the framework is under assessment in realistic
clinical scenarios and therefore clinical results are not available yet.
Seidling et al. (2009) also indicated the weakness of medication alert systems because of the high
incidence of inappropriate alerts. They designed a framework for a medication alert system
that considers prescribed dosage and retrospectively evaluates the impact on the frequency of statindrug (drugs that act to reduce blood levels of lipids) interaction alerts. The study was designed to filter
drug-drug interaction alerts that do not exceed safe limits in an attempt to personalize alerts more
comprehensively to the patient’s situation. The method they used was based on setting an upper
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threshold on dosage which was extracted from the SPC file (Summary of Product Characteristics) and
from pertinent pharmacokinetic studies (PPS). The number of drug-drug interaction alerts of statindrugs was reduced by 26% when SPC files were used and even 55% when PPS were used.
McCoy et al. (2011) also developed a framework for evaluating computerized medication safety alerts.
The framework utilizes expert reviewers to judge both the appropriateness of an alert (whether it
should trigger in a given clinical context) and the appropriateness of the provider’s response (whether
the resulting provider’s actions would have clinical benefit). The framework was applied to
the medication alert system for patients with acute kidney injury. 487 alerts were reviewed by
the experts and 391 alerts were defined as “appropriate to display”. They concluded that
the framework can serve as a means to evaluate, post facto, underperforming CDS systems.
Lee et al. (2010) also did research on improving the acceptance of drug alerts. They developed
a method to identify consistently overridden alerts. These alerts could then be filtered to reduce alert
fatigue and to improve patient care and safety. However, when comparing this research with
Shan’s research, Lee et al. used a dataset to design alert filters instead of expert opinions or
a knowledge-base. Nine months of medication order alert data was used; 6 months were used
as training dataset and 3 months were used as validation dataset. Alerts were categorized and they
used three filtering criteria to analyze each alert; sample size (number of alert instances in the data
set), override rate (the percentage of alert instances that were overridden) and override rate range
(the difference between the highest monthly override and lowest monthly override rate of
the alerts). Based on human cognitive decision for overriding preference, four different initial values
(filter configurations) for these filter criteria were set using the training data and these filters were
applied on the validation dataset. The complete methodology of this dataset-based research is
presented in figure 1.
The filtering system showed a high degree of accuracy with one filter configuration scoring an overall
agreement with the physician’s decision of 95.9%. However, a small percentage of filtered alerts are
alerts that are not overridden by physicians.

Figure 1: Filter Design Methodolegy (Lee et al.)
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Marks et al. (2013) did research on reducing alert fatigue by defining empirical dosing rules.
They performed a study at the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center where they focused
on dose range checking alerts that fired upon order entry in the hospital’s CPOE system.
A retrospective analysis was performed on 521,793 orders in both ambulatory, inpatient and
perioperative settings. The data consisted of almost 70,000 patient records and over 100,000 dose
range checking rules which were used by the CDSS. They found that human evaluation of dosing ranges
easily identifies classes of medications that have aberrant dose range checking rules.
However, algorithmic (automatic) interpretation of these ranges is difficult and automatic
categorization of successful dose range checking rules requires a quantitative metric. To develop this
metric, they hypothesized that the degree of incompatibility between the dose range rules and
the ordering patterns could be explained by the alert rate per medication rule. However, the EMR only
records successful orders and is not recording any cancelled order attempts and therefore
the alert count was adjusted to give a better representation of the actual alert rate. The results
indicated that the metric was not able to redefine dose thresholds but that the metric will serve best
as a tool to indicate dose alerts that are candidate for modification.
These studies are all aimed at designing alert filters or redesigning rules. Van der Sijs et al. (2008)
investigated the opportunity of turning off frequently overridden medication administration alerts.
Medication alerts were assessed if they could be turned off based on a quantitative retrospective
analysis of overridden medication alerts and based on interviews with 24 experts (18 physicians and
6 pharmacists). They found 86 different alerts of which 24, accounting for 72% of all overrides, were
frequently overridden. However, different reasons for turning off drug alerts were found among
physicians and pharmacists in the interviews. For none of the alerts did all respondents agree that
it could be safely turned off. There only was found a positive correlation between the number of alerts
overridden and the number of experts recommending to turn them off.
Riedmann et al. (2011) did research on how to present different medication alerts and prioritizing
of alerts using a Delphi study. A context model was created for this study which was based on
a literature review and expert interviews. Twenty types of context information were identified which
may be useful to define the clinical and user context, to prioritize medication alerts and to present
them differently to the CPOE user. All 20 potential context factors were presented to the experts and
they used two rounds to conduct the Delphi study. In the first round, the participants were asked
to answer predefined standardized questions with regard to the study questions and in the second
round they received the same questions to offer the opportunity the revise the answers. 214 experts
were asked to participate and 69 experts eventually participated in the two rounds. The study resulted
in a top five of useful context factors for prioritizing alerts: (1) severity of the effect of
the ADE the alert refers to, (2) clinical status of the patient, (3) probability of occurrence of the ADE
the alert refers to, (4) risk factors of the patient, (5) strength of evidence on which the alert is built.
Scheepers-Hoeks et al. (2013) investigated physicians’ responses to clinical decision support on
an intensive care unit (ICU) by comparing four different alerting methods, because it is still unclear
how alerts can be presented to medical staff in the most effective way. The study was performed
at the intensive care unit (ICU) of the Catharina Hospital Eindhoven in the Netherlands where a CPOE
integrated EMR is used which is linked to a CDSS called “Gaston”. A randomized intervention study was
performed to evaluate the difference in alert compliance after the implementation of four alert
presentation methods: (1) Once a day a list of all alerts on pharmacy desktop, (2) Once a day a list
of all alerts on physicians’ desktop, (3) Alert information stored on CDSS tab in EMR, (4) Automatic
pop-up alert when the patient’s record is evaluated. All alerting methods contained the same
information. A set of thirteen clinical rules was used by the CDSS. These clinical rules were evaluated
10

by an expert team which consisted of at least two physicians from the ICU. Before the intervention
period, a 5-month implementation period was used to test all alert presentation methods and to train
medical staff. From the start of the intervention period, each patient admitted to the ICU was randomly
assigned to one of the four alerting methods and each patient kept the same alerting method during
the entire study. Alerts originated when the situation of the patient was not compliant with the existing
guidelines. Alert compliance was determined by measuring the interventions, within 24 hours that
followed after an alert. After the intervention period, the physicians’ satisfaction with the CDSS was
measured using a questionnaire. The CDSS generated 902 unique alerts (out of a total 9595).
They concluded that methods 1 (Once a day a list of all alerts on pharmacy desktop) and 4 (Automatic
pop-up alert when the patient’s record is evaluated) generate significantly higher compliance
percentages than the other two alerting methods. Alerting method 1 and 4 are also considered to be
most suitable alerting method based on the physicians’ questionnaire.
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3. Background
This chapter gives a general overview of the data mining process and the different data mining
techniques and algorithms that are used in this research project.

3.1 Data Mining Process
A standardized data mining process, CRISP-DM, will be used in this research project. The CRISP-DM
methodology uses a standard framework for data mining projects which is independent of both
the industrial sector and the technology used (Wirth & Hipp, 2000). CRISP-DM stands for
Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining and aims at making large data mining projects less
costly, more reliable, more repeatable, more manageable and faster. An overview of all the phases can
be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)

The CRISP-DM methodology consists of six phases: business understanding, data understanding,
data preparation, modeling, evaluation and deployment. These six steps are sequential in nature but
figure 2 shows that there is a lot of backtracking possible between these steps. This backtracking is
caused by the fact that subsequent steps built on the outcome of previous steps and discoveries in
later steps can have an influence on decision made in earlier steps.
The first phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is called the Business Understanding phase which is
aimed at understanding the objectives and requirements of the data mining process from a business
perspective (in this research project: the pharmacy). The obtained knowledge is converted into
a data mining problem definition, and a project plan designed to achieve the objectives. The second
phase is the Data Understanding phase which starts with collecting the data. The phase proceeds with
activities in order to get familiar with the data, to identify data quality problems and to discover first
insights into the data. This phase is linked to the previous phase (Business Understanding) because
12

when formulating the data mining problem one requires at least some understanding of the available
data.
The third phase is called the Data Preparation phase. This phase covers all activities to construct
the final dataset that will be used for data mining. Statistical software is often used to describe, clean,
integrate and format the data set. The Data Preparation phase is closely linked to the Modeling phase
because certain findings in the modeling process can lead to necessary changes in the Data Preparation
phase and vice versa. In the Modeling phase, several data mining techniques are selected and applied
to the prepared data. Some data mining techniques require a specific data format which may induce
changes in the data preparation phase and thus a step backwards in the CRISP-DM methodology.
Different data mining techniques and algorithms are described in the next section.
The fifth phase of the CRISP-DM methodology is called the Evaluation Phase and in this phase
the built models are evaluated. In this phase it is important to thoroughly evaluate the model,
the results of the model, and to review the modeling steps to be certain that it properly achieves
the business objectives. At the end of the Evaluation phase, decisions are made on how to proceed.
When the business objectives are not met or when the quality of the model is insufficient,
the CRISP-DM methodology can start all over at the Business Understanding phase and when
the business objectives are met and there are no quality issues with the model one proceeds to
the next phase: the Deployment Phase
In the Deployment Phase, the model needs to be organized and presented in a way that
the customer can use it. In this phase decisions are made on what actions will need to be carried out
in order to actually make use of the created models.
To summarize, figure 3 gives an overview of tasks that are carried out during the several steps of
the CRISP-DM process.

Figure 3: CRISP-DM Tasks
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3.2 Data Mining Techniques
The term “Data Mining” was first introduced in the 1990s and has evolved from data analytics.
Data mining is a way to develop knowledge from data that is saved by a company, organisation,
government, etc. Several data mining techniques are used to gain a better understanding of internal
company needs, customer needs, detect hidden opportunities and threats or used to solve complex
problems. Data mining uses statistical, mathematical, and artificial intelligence to extract and identify
useful information and hidden patterns from large datasets. Examples of such patterns are business
rules, correlations, trends, and prediction models. Data mining uses existing data to build models
to identify patterns among the attributes present in the dataset. The models are mathematical
representations that identify the patterns among the attributes of the objects in the dataset
(Kaymak & Wilbik). Data mining techniques and algorithms can be grouped in three groups:
Associations, Clusters, and Predictions, which are shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Data Mining techniques and algorithms

Associations or association rule learning, is a technique that is used to discover interesting relations
among variables in databases. Association rule mining is one of the most popular data mining methods
and originates from the ‘market basket’ data analysis that finds rules like “when a customer buys
product A and B, the customer will also buy product C with a certain probability”. As can be seen in
figure 4, associations can be split into two types: link analysis and sequence mining. Link analysis is
focused on automatically finding a link between many objects. Sequence mining examines
relationships in data samples in terms of their order of occurrence.
The second group of data mining techniques and algorithms is called Clustering and is often used
in biology, medicine, genetics, social network analysis, etc. A cluster is a collection of things
(objects, events, patients, etc.) that have similarities. Clustering is an unsupervised data mining method
which means that the class labels are unknown for the model. The objective is to sort the objects in
the dataset into groups and this objective is established by finding commonalities between
14

the objects using an algorithm. Several algorithms exist and using different algorithms can lead to
the creation of different (amount of) clusters. Popular algorithms are: K-means clustering, divisive
clustering, agglomerative clustering, and fuzzy logic clustering. Most methods use a distance measure
for clustering.
The last group of data mining techniques is called predictions. Prediction techniques differ from simple
guessing by taking experiences, opinions, previous events, and other information into account.
Prediction data mining techniques can be split into two categories: classification and regression.
The addressed problem of this research project can be called a ‘classification problem’ and is about
the question whether alerts can be classified as relevant or not. Several prediction techniques and
algorithms that are used in the data mining process are discussed in the next section.

3.3 Prediction Techniques & Algorithms
The ultimate goal of classification and regression is to build a model that can be used for prediction.
In a regression or classification problem, a dataset containing training records is used and each record
in this training dataset contains several attributes or variables. The dataset contains
one important attribute called the dependent variable. All other attributes in the record are called
predictor variables. If the dependent variable is categorical (e.g.: yes or no), we are dealing with
a classification problem. In this case the dependent variable is called the class label.
When the dependent variable is numerical, the problem is called a regression problem. The overall
goal of the classification is to build a concise model of the distribution of the dependent variable in
terms of the predictor variables. This process is called training of the model. When a model is trained
using both dependent variables and predictor variables, this is called supervised learning. When a
model is trained without the use of the dependent variables, it is called unsupervised learning.
In supervised learning, the trained model can be used to predict the dependent variables of a dataset
in which only the values of the predictor attributes are known.
Classification has a wide range of applications and is used in fraud detection, credit approval, medical
diagnosis, or to determine a target market. Many classification algorithms can be found in literature
and looking back at figure 4 one can see some examples of algorithms like Genetic Algorithms, Rough
sets, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Decision trees, etc. Three prediction techniques are investigated
in this research project: Prediction using a Decision Tree, Fuzzy Inference System, and Naive Bayes
Classification. These three prediction methods can all be trained and validated using numeric variables
and are therefore suitable for use in this prediction problem.
Decision Tree
A decision tree is a predictive model that has a classification task and can be visualized as a tree.
Decision trees are especially attractive in a data mining setting for several reasons. First of all, decision
trees are very easy to read and understand and can be used intuitively
(Breiman et al., 1984). Second, according to Lim et al. (2000), decision trees can be used relatively fast
compared to other algorithms. Third, the accuracy of classification trees is comparable to other
classification models. Decision trees are generated from training data in a top-down,
general-to-specific direction. Each branch of a decision tree consists of a question where a decision has
to be made on a certain topic. The decision tree divides the data on each branch point without losing
any of the data. Divided data can be seen as the leaves on a branch and is a segmentation of the original
data set. In case all examples of the training dataset belong to the same class, then no further decisions
need to be made to partition the examples. This process is recursively repeated for each of the new
intermediate nodes until a complete discriminating tree is obtained. A simple example of a decision
tree is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Example of a Decision Tree

When a node has no outgoing edges, it is called a leaf node. When a node has two outgoing edges it is
called an internal node. Each leaf node is labeled with one class label; each internal node n is labeled
with one predictor attribute Xn called the splitting attribute. Each internal node n has a predicate qn
called the splitting predicate associated with it. If Xn is a numerical attribute, qn is of
the form Xn ≤ xn, where xn є dom(Xn); xn is called the split node at node n. If Xn is a categorical attribute,
qn is of the form Xn є Yn where Yn c dom(Xn); Yn is called the splitting subset at node n.
The combined information of splitting attribute and splitting predicates at node n is called
the splitting criterion of n. The conjunction of all splitting predicates on the internal nodes on the path
from the root node is called fn. For a node n є T with parent p, Fn is the set of records in
a database (D) that follows the path from the root to n.
 ≝  є  ∶

 ()

A decision tree is usually constructed in two phases; the growing phase and the pruning phase.
In the growing phase, an overly large decision tree is constructed from the training data set.
Afterwards, in the pruning phase, the final size of the decision tree is determined and one tries to find
the decision tree that has a minimal RT (misclassification rate). Tree pruning is a technique
to generalize the tree by eliminating sub-trees that seem too specific. This is done because
a decision tree may have components that are too specific to noise and outliers that may be present
in the training data, which can lead to over-fitting.
Several decision tree modeling algorithms exist that combine splitting criterion for growing the tree
and pruning criteria for pruning the tree.
An example of such a decision tree modeling algorithm is the CART algorithm, which is a binary decision
tree modeling algorithm that uses the GINI index for splitting, which is a measure of impurity.
For a given node a, the GINI index of a data set split in D1 and D2 defined as:
( ,  ) ≝

| |
| |
( ) +
( )
||
||

where, () ≝ 1 −  − 
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Where pY and pN are the relative frequency of class labels “yes” and “no”. An example of a splitting
predicate could be: age ≤ a. This splitting predicate splits the training data set (D) into two datasets,
one containing all records with attribute value a that meet age ≤ a and the other data set containing
all records with attribute value that do not meet age ≤ a.
For all possible binary splits, the impurity of all the sub-partitions is summed up and the split that has
the maximum reduction in impurity is chosen as the “best split”. All possible binary splits, meaning
all possible splits in the sequence of values for continuous valued attributes and all possible subset
splits for categorical attributes. Looking back at the simple example this means finding the “best” value
for attribute a.
The CART algorithm uses a pruning mechanism to get the right size tree that minimizes the true
misclassification error. The misclassification error is zero when the training data is used but could be
higher when test data is used to validate the tree; this is called true error. The goal of the pruning
mechanism is to find the sub-tree with the smallest true error, taking into account the complexity
of the tree. The tree is pruned back based on the performance of the various pruned versions of
the tree on the test set data. The most complex tree rarely gives the best result on the test data as it
has been over-fitted to the training data. By using cross validation the tree that is most likely to do
well on new, unseen data.
Another commonly used decision tree modeling algorithm is called ID3, which utilizes entropy criteria
for tree splitting. Entropy measures the extent of uncertainty or randomness in a dataset.
For a given node a, the splitting criterion used is defined as:
() = ! −" log "
"

Where pi is a class label. A split is selected that minimizes entropy and splitting a node can result into
two or more “child” nodes, each having its own measure of entropy. The sum of each child node’s
entropy is weighted by its percentage of the parents cases in computing the final weighted entropy
used to decide the best split.
There also exists an extension of this ID3 algorithm called C4.5, which uses the splitting criterion:
&() =

()
'(()

This ratio expresses the proportion of entropy generated by a split that is helpful for developing
the classification, and can be seen as a normalized entropy measure. A split attribute is selected that
maximizes this Gain Ratio. C4.5 also uses a pruning mechanism but this is based on a significance test
that compares the parent node to its children. The mechanism starts with the fully grown tree and
when the results of the children are not significantly different compared to their parents,
the children are pruned. (Apté & Weiss, 1997)
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Fuzzy Inference System
Besides using a decision tree, there are also other methods that can be used for prediction.
One example is a prediction method that makes use of a fuzzy inference system.
A fuzzy inference system (FIS) has four components: fuzzification (fuzzy sets), fuzzy rule base, fuzzy
output engine, and defuzzification. During the fuzzification process, all input data are converted
to degrees of membership using fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic provides a natural way of dealing with problems
in which the source of imprecision is the absence of sharply defined criteria rather than
the presence of random variables. In other words, it deals with reasoning that is approximate rather
than precise. In binary logic, variables can have values 0 and 1. The key idea of fuzzy logic is
the allowance of partial belongings of any object to different subsets of the universal set instead of
belonging to a single set totally (Topcu & Sarıdemir, 2008). This means that in fuzzy logic, variables can
have membership values other than 0 and 1, which are called fuzzy sets. The concept of fuzzy sets was
initially introduced by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965. An example of a fuzzy set is presented in figure 6.

Figure 6: Fuzzy Set

Looking at the fuzzy set in figure 6, one can see that values less than 2 are “small’, values between
4 and 6 are “medium”, and values larger than 8 are “large”. However, value 2.2 partially belongs to
“small”, with a membership degree of 0.9, and partially belongs to “medium”, with a membership
degree of 0.1.
The second component, the fuzzy rule base, contains rules that include all possible fuzzy relations
between input and output and are expressed in IF-THEN rules. A distinction can be made between two
kinds of fuzzy rules: Sugeno fuzzy rules and Mamdani fuzzy rules. A FIS using Sugeno fuzzy rules is more
compact and computationally efficient, compared to a FIS using Mamdani fuzzy rules
(Source: MathWorks). The next component, the fuzzy output engine, uses all the fuzzy rules in
the fuzzy rule base and learns how to transform a set of inputs to corresponding outputs. The last
component is called defuzzification, where the fuzzy output is converted back into binary values.
This is done using a threshold. When a fuzzy output value is smaller than this threshold it is converted
to 0, when a fuzzy output is larger than this threshold it is converted to 1.
There are several methods to create a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) using MATLAB. Three methods
were investigated for use in this research project: Genfis1, Genfis2, and Genfis3. Genfis1 generates
a Sugano FIS structure using a grid partitioning of the input data. Each ‘cube’ in the grid can be seen
as a cluster and is defined by the number of membership functions. When the number of membership
functions is set to 3, a 3x3x3 grid is created. A higher number of membership functions means a higher
number of clusters that are created. Genfis2 also creates a Sugeno FIS structure but is different from
Genfis1 because it uses subtractive clustering. This clustering is done by means of scattered clustering
and the size of a cluster is defined by a radius. A larger radius means that less clusters are formed and
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vice versa. Genfis2 is a FIS creation technique that creates one rule per cluster. Genfis3 is similar to
Genfis2 because it also uses clustering of the input data to form the FIS and also creates one rule per
cluster. However, Genfis3 uses fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) which is a clustering method that uses
a predefined number of clusters.
Naive Bayes Classification
Another method used for prediction problems is called Naïve Bayes Classification. The Naïve Bayes
classification method is a simplified version of a Bayesian classification. Bayesian classifiers make use
of the Bayes Theorem:
)(*|+) =

)(+|*))(*)
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Where P(Y|X) is the probability of instance X being in class Y, and P(X|Y) the probability of generating
instance X given class Y.
This Bayesian classification creates a probability model P(X|Y) where X can be several predictor
variables and Y a Boolean class variable (e.g. “yes” or “no”). The simplified Naive Bayes version is often
used because Bayesian classification has an intractable sample complexity. The Naïve Bayes
classification method makes it less complex by making a conditional independence assumption that
reduces the number of parameters to be estimated when used for prediction of outcome values.
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3.4 Evaluation Methods
The way of evaluating a model depends on the type of data mining method that is used. When using
a classification model, the primary source for accuracy estimation is the confusion matrix.
An example of a confusion matrix is presented in figure 7, which belongs to a two-class (0 and 1)
classification problem.
Predictions

Actual
Class
value

0

1

0

TP

FN

1

FP

TN

Figure 7: Confusion Matrix

In this research project, the False Positive (FP) classifications are most interesting. A false positive
classification means that alerts are predicted by the model as being not relevant (class value 0) while
they are in fact relevant (class value 1). These FP classifications can therefore be called missed alerts.
Missing important alerts could be dangerous in a clinical setting.
Several metrics can be calculated using this confusion matrix to estimate the quality or ‘goodness’ of
the classification. The most important metrics are presented below.
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Recall: Ratio of correctly classified positives divided by the sum of correctly classified positives
and incorrectly classified negatives. Values for recall range from 0 (low) to 1 (high).
),-0 =
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Precision: Ratio of correctly classified positives divided by the sum of correctly classified positives
and incorrectly classified positives. Values for precision range from 0 (low) to 1 (high).
Using Recall and Precision, the F-measure can be calculated. The F-measure conveys the balance
between the recall and the precision and is also a value between 0 and 1. This measure is used to
determine which model is best when, for example, one model has a high precision and low recall
and another model a high recall and low precision.
 − 1,02, = 2 ∗
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Recall, Precision and F-measure are however not symmetric, which means that the outcome of
these quality measures can be different when prediction is done using class labels 0 and 1 compared
to using class labels 1 and 0. Macro-averaging and Micro-averaging can be used to give a general view
on the results. Macro-averaging gives equal weights to each class (0 and 1) whereas
micro-averaging gives equal weight to each classification decision. Macro-averaging is used in this
research project because we want to see the effect on the model of the imbalance in class amounts in
the different datasets. Micro-averaging would already correct for this imbalance (Van Asch, 2013).
Macro-averaged Recall, Precision and F-measure are calculated using the following equations
(C is number of classes):
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Another useful measure for the quality of a model is Accuracy.
H--2- =
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Accuracy: Ratio of correctly classified instances (positives and negatives) divided by the total number
of instances. Values for accuracy range from 0 (low) to 1 (high). (Source: Business Intelligence Basics).
One more interesting measure that can assist in defining the quality of a model is called the Kappa (ĸ)
Statistic. The Kappa statistic is a measure of “true” agreement or in our case “true” classification.
The Kappa measure indicates the proportion of classification beyond that expected by chance, that is,
the achieved beyond-chance classification as a proportion of the possible beyond-chance classification
(Sim & Wright, 2005). A Kappa value of 1 represents a complete classification.
ĸ=

observed classification − chance classification
1 − chance classification

Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is another important classification
assessment method. It is a graphical assessment technique where the true positive rate is plotted on
the Y-axis and false positive rate on the X-axis. The area under the ROC curve determines
the accuracy measure of a classifier (figure 8). A value of 1 corresponds to a perfect classification and
a value of 0.5 is a classification no better than random chance. In reality, values range between 1 and
0.5.

Figure 8: Comparing ROC curves

These are several examples of measures that are used in this research project for quality assessment
of the created models.
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4. Data Mining Preparations
The CRISP-DM methodology, described in section 3.1 is used to guide the data mining process.
The six phases of this process are described in three chapters: Data Mining Preparations (phase 1, 2
and 3), Modeling & Evaluation (phase 4 and 5) and the Deployment (phase 6) will be discussed in
the Discussion.

4.1 Business Understanding
The business understanding section provides a basic understanding of the research environment
and the goal of the research. This business understanding has been unravelled during several
consultation sessions with Hospital Pharmacist drs. P.A.G. De Klaver.
Maxima Medical Center Veldhoven is using a Windows based healthcare information system called
ChipSoft Electronic Care Information System or in Dutch “ChipSoft Elektronisch Zorg Informatie System
(CS-EZIS).” CS-EZIS consists of several core modules which can be expanded with different modules to
form a complete package. Customers therefore have the opportunity to buy only
the core module(s) they need. All models in the software system are connected to the user interface
which only displays the parts of the system that a user has viewing or editing rights to. CS-EZIS uses
a 3-tier software architecture which contains three layers (tiers): the user interface tier, the business
logic tier, and the data access tier (which uses the merged data from different databases). Using this
layered architecture, one can make changes in the tiers user interface and business logic without
affecting the data access tier. A simple overview of this 3-tier architecture can be seen in figure 9.

Figure 9: 3-Tier Architecture of CS-EZIS

At MMC Veldhoven, prescription alerts are generated by this ChipSoft Electronic Care Information
System. The data access tier of CS-EZIS contains a database that feeds the system with all information
on drug-drug interactions, dosage levels, contraindications, etc. This database is called
the “G-standard” and is produced and updated by a company called Z-index B.V. At Z-Index B.V.
a working group of pharmacists is responsible for monitoring and updating drug-drug interactions in
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the G-standard. This workgroup is continuously looking for newly published literature about drug-drug
interactions and an assessment is made on these new drug-drug interactions. When
a publication on a new drug-drug interaction is found, it is added to the G-Standard and a relevance
level (0-6) is added. When a new drug-drug interaction gets relevance level 0, it means that
the workgroup did not find a real interaction between the two drugs. One might assume that, when
no interaction is found by the workgroup, it is not necessary to add this interaction to
the G-standard. However, this is done to show the users that the workgroup has made an assessment
on this newly published interaction, independent of the fact whether they agree or not with
the publication. A new interaction gets relevance level 2 when a real interaction is found by
the workgroup but the interaction is not relevant or has no real consequences for patients. Relevance
level 4 is given when there is a real interaction present but its consequences are moderate. When
a new drug-drug interaction can have serious consequences, relevance level 6 is added to
the interaction. In the user interface of CS-EZIS, each G-standard relevance level is depicted by
a relevance colour. Three examples of medication alerts (belonging to one patient) created by CS-EZIS
that are presented to the pharmacist are shown in figure 10 (a large version of this screenshot can be
found in Appendices I and II). One can see that all three alerts have a red relevance level, which
corresponds to a level 6 (serious) alert (Source: www.z-index.nl). The “G-Standard” also provides
several clinical rules that can be added to the system to automatically assess certain alerts. However,
at MMC none of the clinical rules provided by “Z index” are used at the moment.

Figure 10: Example of three alerts in CS-EZIS

Medication alerts are assessed by the pharmacy technician and the pharmacist and this is done in two
phases. First, the pharmacy technician assesses the alerts of the day and important alerts are assessed
by the pharmacist himself in the second assessment phase. The pharmacy technician can add text to
the alert when assessing the alert in the first phase. This text can be seen by the pharmacist in
the second assessment phase. All important communication between the pharmacist and pharmacy
technicians about how to assess certain alerts is done through these textboxes. These textboxes
(beige colour) can be seen in the right part of figure 10. In the case of figure 11, the pharmacist is
dealing with two alerts concerning double-medications and one alert concerning a contraindication.
A double-medication alert is given to the user when according to the CS-EZIS two prescribed drugs will
have the same effect. In example alert 06530419, there is a double-medication alert given for
“Acenocoumarol” and “Acetylsalicylzuur” which are both drugs that intervene with the blood clotting
mechanism of the patient. A contraindication alert is given when a drug is prescribed that interferes
with the patient’s condition, and in this example a contraindication between “Acenocoumarol” and
renal impairment of the patient is given. All alerts described below are presented in this way to
the user.
By investigating the CS-EZIS, one can see that there are different types of alerts that are presented
to the user: dosage alerts, double medication alerts, drug-drug interaction alerts, contraindication
alerts, drug-allergy alerts, and logistic alerts. Dosage alerts pop-up when the prescribed dosage of
a drug is too high or when the dosage cannot be matched with the dosage type of the drug in
the database. An example of the latter may occur when the physician prescribes one ampoule per day
while that drug is only available in tablets. Double medication alerts are popping-up when two or more
drugs are prescribed to a patient that have the same effect or that are the same but have
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a different brand name. Contraindication alerts pop-up when a drug is interfering with the medical
condition of the patient and drug-allergy alerts are presented when a patient is allergic to a certain
drug. Logistic alerts are popping-up when for example a drug is not available at the pharmacy at
the moment. The last group of alerts are drug-drug interaction alerts. This group includes all
interactions that can be present when two or more drugs are prescribed to a patient. Hospital
Pharmacist drs. P.A.G. De Klaver has indicated that drug-drug interactions alerts are considered to
consume the most assessment time for him and his pharmacy technicians. The data mining process
will therefore focus on these drug-drug interaction alerts.
However, an exact measure for assessment-time per alert is not available and therefore alerts with
added captions (beige textboxes) are considered to be time-consuming and alerts without a caption
are not considered to be time-consuming. This is based on the assumption that it takes time to add
a caption to an alert and the fact that the initial alert decision is uncertain and discussion between
pharmacist and assistant has to take place to assess the alert.
The practical goal of this research project is to reduce the time spent on alert assessment in
the pharmacy and to avoid missing alerts.

4.2 Data Understanding
The second phase is the Data Understanding phase which starts with collecting the data from
the pharmacy’s software system CS-EZIS. The phase proceeds with activities in order to get familiar
with the data, to identify data quality problems and to discover first insights into the data.
Data for this research project will be extracted from the offline version of the CS-EZIS which is actually
a three-month-old copy of the online version that is currently in use. This is done to make sure that no
internal actions and operations are affected by the research project. Collecting of data is done using
the data export system embedded in the CS-EZIS. Data is stored in several different databases in
the system. The information that is used in this research project is extracted from
the “MEDICAT_WAARSMO” database (see appendix III). This database contains all the data on
prescription alerts and is called “Waarschuwing bij een MO (Medicatie Opdracht)” in Dutch. The data
export system in CS-EZIS contains several blocks that can be used for different applications in
the data extraction process. Figure 11 shows the blocks that are used and connected in this research
project to extract the data.

Figure 11: Blocks used to extract the data

The first block (blue colour) is the MEDICAT_WAARSMO database that contains all the data about
alerts. The second block (green colour) is a filter that is used to filter only the data that is needed.
Several filters (appendix IV) are set on the database; a date filter to extract only the alert data points
created during a certain time frame and an alert type filter to filter only drug-drug interaction alerts.
The block below the filter block (with the pencil) is used to set a default time frame or filter when no
time frame or filter is selected. The last but one block is used to sort the data and the last block is used
to convert the data to a Microsoft Excel file (.xls). With this last block the user can select which variables
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to include in his dataset (appendix V). Variables like drug type, dosage, alert description, patient age,
etc. can be selected in this Excel block.
To become familiar with the data and to get a first insight into what alert data were usable for this
research project a filter was used to export only drug-drug interactions from January 2015. This initial
dataset contained 18,425 drug-drug interaction alerts and according to the pharmacist this initial
dataset is representative of all drug-drug interaction alerts treated at the pharmacy. The dataset
contained several variables: Type of alert, Drug, Interaction Code, Dosage, ATC Code, Answer,
Questions, Answers, Alert Date and Time, and Status. The variable Type of alert gives a clear description
of what kind of drug-drug interaction we are dealing with. For each drug-drug interaction alert two
alerts are logged in the system: one alert for each drug involved in the interaction. Both alerts of course
contain the same information on Type of alert. An example is given below.
Type of alert
BETABLOKKERS
+
ORALE
BLOEDGLUCOSEVERLAGERS
[b]GLIMEPIRIDE TABLET 4MG - BISOPROLOL TABLET 2,5MG[/b]
BETABLOKKERS
+
ORALE
BLOEDGLUCOSEVERLAGERS
[b]GLIMEPIRIDE TABLET 4MG - BISOPROLOL TABLET 2,5MG[/b]

Drug
BISOPROLOL
TABLET 2,5MG
GLIMEPIRIDE
TABLET 4MG

Date and Time
12-jan-2015
01:17
12-jan-2015
01:17

Another variable is called Interaction Code which represents a unique 8-digit number for all different
drug-drug interactions and this interaction code arises from the G-Standard. The next variable in
the dataset is Dosage which describes the dosage of the drug involved. This variable can have many
different values and some examples are: “3 x per day 50 milligram”, “according to thrombosis
schedule”, “according to prescription”,”1 x per day 2 pieces”, etc. Another variable that is included in
the initial dataset is called ATC Code. ATC stands for Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical and is
a system that provides a global standard for classifying medical substances. The ATC code consists of
7 characters and starts with a capital letter indicating the anatomic group (e.g. C-Cardiological,
D-Dermatological, etc.). The following two characters are two numbers indicating the therapeutic main
group and the two characters (two letters) after that contain information about the therapeutic and
chemical subgroup. The final two characters indicate the chemical substance. An example of
an ATC Code could be C07AB07 which is the code for Beta Blockers: a drug for cardiovascular disease
(source: University of Sydney, Family Medicine Research Centre).
The next three variables are very important in this research project and are called Answers, Questions,
and Answers. These three variables contain the communication information of a certain drug-drug
interaction, entered in the beige textboxes by the pharmacist or pharmacy technician.
The text added to the alert by the pharmacy technician in the first phase is logged in
the system as Answer and may contain information like: “Akkoord” (Eng.: “OK”) “Interactie is geen
probleem” (Eng.: “Interaction is not a problem”), both meaning that the drug-drug interaction is not
a problem and the alert can be ignored. When the pharmacy technician is not able to or not sure how
to assess the alert, often the text “Akkoord?” (Eng.: “OK?”) is added to the alert during the first
assessment phase. The pharmacist will see this text during the second assessment phase and knows
that this alert still has to be assessed. During this second phase, the pharmacist can use two types of
textboxes to communicate with the pharmacy technician and to finalize the assessment of the alert.
The text added to these textboxes is logged in the variables Questions and Answers in the initial
dataset. The practical goal of this research project is to find a way to make the alert assessment
process less time consuming for the pharmacy personnel. However, there is no real variable present
in the CS-EZIS that represents the time that is used to assess an alert. Therefore, the assumption is
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made that when textboxes are used and thus Answer, Questions, or Answers are filled, the alert is
considered to be time consuming.
The final two variables in the initial dataset are Alert Date and Time and Status the first which of course
contains the date and time of the alert and the latter can have three different
values: “Gestopt” (Eng.: “Stopped”), “Voltooid” (Eng.: “Completed”) or “Actief” (Eng.: “Active”). When
the Status is equal to “Gestopt”, the patient stopped using the drug before the prescription period was
terminated. When the Status is equal to “Actief”, the patient is still using the drug, and when the Status
is equal to “Voltooid” the patient has reached the end of the prescription period.
Looking at the initial dataset (January 2015) it became clear that most of the time the variables Answer,
Questions and, Answers were all empty (15,474 out of 18,425 cases) and these alerts are therefore
considered not to be time consuming. According to the pharmacist, these alerts are irrelevant and
therefore just ignored by the pharmacy technician and pharmacist. To find the alerts that are most
time consuming for the pharmacy, a ranking was made of the different drug-drug interactions that are
present in the initial dataset and have a value for Answer, Questions or Answers. A ranking was made
based on ATC Code to identify which drug type was most involved in the drug-drug interactions.
ATC Code
B01AA07
B01AC06
M01AE02
C07AB02
A12AX
C03CA01
J01MA02
J01FA10
B01AB04
B01AA04

Number of textboxes
filled
264
126
106
105
95
94
80
78
72
52

Percentage of textboxes
filled per ATC Code
26%
19%
7%
12%
14%
12%
28%
52%
10%
30%

Table 1: Number of time consuming drug-drug interactions per ATC Code

Looking at table 1, one can see that the most time consuming drug-drug interactions are found in
the initial dataset that belong to the ATC Code B01AA07. For this ATC Code 264 textboxes were filled
in the dataset which is 26% of all alerts with ATC Code B01AA07. This ATC Code belongs to the drug
type called Acenocoumarol. Acenocoumarol can be found in ATC main group B (Blood and Blood
forming organs) and B01AA which corresponds to the subgroup Antithrombotic agents and chemical
subgroup Vitamin K antagonists. In the human body, Vitamin K is essential in the production of blood
clotting factors. Acenocoumarol is a derivate of Coumarin which prevents the blood from clotting by
antagonising the effects of vitamin K and is frequently prescribed (source: apotheek.nl). The ranking
presented in table 1 was discussed with the hospital pharmacist and he indicated that the drug-drug
interactions associated with Acenocoumarol are interesting to investigate in this research project.
Acenocoumarol can be found in the CS-EZIS named as Cumarines. Table 2 gives an overview of all
the different drug-drug interactions with Cumarines. Only interactions present in table 2 are selected
for the data mining process in this research project.
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Drug-Drug Interaction
CUMARINES + COTRIMOXAZOL
CUMARINES + METRONIDAZOL
CUMARINES + MICONAZOL
CUMARINES + AMIODARON/PROPAFENON
CUMARINES + THYREOMIMETICA
CUMARINES + CARBAMAZEPINE/BARBITURATEN
CUMARINES + SEROTONINE-HEROPNAMEREMMERS

Interaction
code
00000590
00000701
00000728
00000531
00002380
00000612
00000752

Table 2: Cumarines interactions with their corresponding interaction code

Looking at table 2, several drug-drug interactions can be found that interact with Cumarines.
Every drug-drug interaction has a unique interaction code which can be used to filter only those
drug-drug interactions that are going to be used in this project, when creating the final dataset.
After the assessment of the initial dataset the final dataset was created. To create the final dataset,
new filters were added to the filter block in the export system of CS-EZIS. The time frame was extended
to January 2014 until April 2015 and only the alerts with interaction codes from table 2 were filtered
out of the alert database to make sure only Cumarines interactions were present in the dataset.
In consultation with the pharmacist several variables were selected to be included in this dataset.
All variables that were already present in the initial dataset were added (Type of alert, Drug, Interaction
Code, Dosage, ATC Code, Answer, Questions, Answers, Alert Date and Time, and Status) and several
new variables were included: Home Flag, Relevance level, Admission Date, Discharge Date, INR Result,
INR Date, and Age.
The variable Home Flag can have two values (true or false) and indicates whether the patient was
already using the drug before hospital admission. This variable is relevant for this research because
when a patient was already using Cumarines before admission, the interaction alert is irrelevant,
according to the pharmacist. The variable Relevance Level has level 0, 2, 4 or 6 and this value is
obtained from the G-standard database and is equal to the relevance colour of the alert. This variable
can be helpful to identify if the relevance level obtained from the G-standard is the same as
the relevance level set by the pharmacy. Admission Date and Discharge Date are two variables that
are used to calculate other useful variables like Length of Stay before Alert and to find out if the Alert
Date and Time is between the Admission Date and Discharge Date. This is done because in
the alert database, also outpatient data are saved, which are not taken into account in this research
project. Matching the Alert Date and Time with the date of admission and discharge is used to filter
out outpatients. This is possible because discharge and admission dates are lacking for these
outpatients.
As already mentioned, Cumarines are drugs that have anti blood clotting properties by making
the blood thinner. The variable INR Result was therefore added to the final dataset.
INR (International Normalized Ratio) is a value that indicates how long it takes for the blood to clot.
Under the influence of Cumarines, the INR value of a patient can change over time. According to
the pharmacist, an INR value no older than 7 days can be regarded as valid to use. All INR values older
than 7 days are considered to be expired due to the inpatient variation of this parameter. Therefore
the date of the last INR Result (INR Date) was also added to the dataset. The last variable that is added
to the final dataset is the Age of the patient. This is done to compare the alerts in different age groups.
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The final Excel dataset contained 7,882 Cumarines prescription alerts from January 1st, 2014 until
March 16th, 2015. The time frame in the data filter was, however, set until April 2015, but because
the CS-EZIS test environment was used, no data of the last part of March 2015 and April 2015 was
available. This is because the CS-EZIS test environment is a copy of the original CS-EZIS which is
refreshed once every three months. The final dataset contained 17 variables of alert and patient
information.

4.3 Data Preparation
This phase covers all activities that are needed to change the final dataset into a dataset that can be
used for data mining. The Data Preparation phase is closely linked to the Modeling phase because
certain findings in the modeling process can lead to necessary changes in the Data Preparation phase
and vice versa.
Looking at prior data mining work it became clear that the CRISP-DM is an iterative process and
the cycle of activities is often run through several times to get good data mining results. During
the modelling phase it often becomes clear that different or new variables have to be removed or
added to the dataset. To make this ongoing process easier, faster and more efficient, several Visual
Basics for Applications (VBA) scripts were written using Microsoft Excel 2013. These scripts are able to
(semi-) automatically pre-process the data which helps to speed-up the entire data modification
process.

4.3.1 Data Modification
As already mentioned, the final dataset that was created at the hospital pharmacy consisted of
17 variables: Type of alert, Drug, Interaction Code, Dosage, ATC Code, Answer, Questions, Answers,
Alert Date and Time, Status, Home Flag, Relevance level, Admission Date, Discharge Date, INR Result,
INR Date, and Age.
The data modification part starts by converting several variables to numbers (INR Results) or dates
(Alert Date and Time, Admission Date, Discharge Date, INR Date) because all variables were seen as
text by Excel. Appendix VI shows the script that is made to modify the data. It starts with modifying
the admission date. Modifying the admission date is required because it was not possible to export
only the last admission date of a patient. The variable Admission Date therefore consists of a list of all
the patient’s admission dates that are present in the system. An example can be seen below.
Admission Date
22-04-2003/27-02-2005/22-08-2005/28-09-2005/10-02-2014
One can see that five admission dates are present in the system of this particular patient. The script is
first going to split these admission dates into an array and then starts to compare these admission
dates with the Alert Date and Time by starting at the end of the array. The admission date has to be
earlier in time compared to the alert date. When this is correct, the actual Admission Date is stored in
another column (variable 18). When this is not correct, the script looks at the one but last admission
date and performs the same comparison. This loop is continuously repeated until the right admission
date is found. This system is also used to find the length of stay of a patient before
the alert popped-up. This variable is called Length of Stay before Alert and is also stored in a new
column (variable 19).
The script is also used to remove some strange or unreadable values from the dataset.
When an INR result larger than 12.5 is entered in CS-EZIS, it is stored as “>12.5”. However, this
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combination of a numeric value and the larger than symbol cannot be read by Excel, IBM SPSS Statistics
22 or MATLAB R2014b and is therefore replaced by the value 12.5.
The variable INR Date also contains some strange values. When there is no INR requested for
the patient or there is no INR value present in the system, the default value for INR Date is
“-657069”. All cells containing this value are detected and emptied.
After these steps, the script constructs the new variable called Last INR Request (variable 20).
This variable contains a value (number of days) that is calculated by comparing the Admission Date
with the INR Date. It represents the number of days between the alert date and the date of
the last INR value.
As already mentioned, the variable INR Result consists of INR values and when there is no value
present, it is empty. However, when an INR value is requested by the physician, the value of INR Result
is equal to “-volgt-“. This is also a value that cannot be read by Excel but could be valuable information
in the data mining process. Therefore, another variable is introduced, called INR Label (variable 21).
As already mentioned in the Data Understanding part, an INR value is only valid when it is no older
than 7 days. This can be checked using the newly created variable Last INR Request. The script checks
for each patient whether there is an INR value present and whether it is no older than 7 days. When
this is correct, the patient gets an INR Label of “Known”. For patients that have no value present in INR
Result or their last INR request is older than 7 days, they get INR Label “Unknown”. When the value
“-volgt-” is found in the column INR Result the patient gets an INR Label of “Requested”. This is done
for all patients and afterwards all values “-volgt-“ are removed to make sure only numeric values are
present in the variable INR Result.
The next data modification is performed on the variable Home Flag. This variable has two possible
values: False or True. To be able to use these variables in IBM SPSS Statistics 22 they are translated
into “yes” (True) and “no” (False).
The rest of the code is used to check whether the alert date is before the date of the patient’s
discharge. The Discharge Date has the same lay-out as the Admission Date and therefore the same
system is used to find the right discharge date and subsequently to calculate the Length of Stay after
Alert (variable 22) and Total Length of Stay (variable 23).
After this data modification step, another script (appendix VII) is used to remove unreal and outpatient
data. In consultation with the pharmacist, a decision was made about the maximum length of stay of
a patient and this was set to 1 year (365 days). The script tracks down all patients with a length of stay
of more than 365 days and removes them from the dataset. The script also looks at the Length of Stay
after Alert. When this value is lower than 0, meaning the alert was created after the discharge date,
the patient is removed from the dataset. This mechanism is also used to remove outpatients.
Outpatients will not have a discharge date in the system and are also removed. This is done because
this research project solely focuses on hospitalized patients (inpatients). This resulted in a dataset
containing 5,383 drug-drug interaction alerts.
Looking at the created dataset we discovered that there are a lot of different values for Dosage.
All these possible values were discussed with the pharmacist and decisions were made to group them.
Cumarines do not have a clear dosage when they are prescribed. This can be explained by the fact that
the thrombosis schedule is used which uses variable dosing. Dosage is adapted according to the current
INR value of the patient. This dosage adaption is made using a standard protocol. CS-EZIS is not able
to function with variable dosing which means that the physician has to prescribe the drug over and
over again when the dosage has been changed. Therefore, the description of the dosage in CS-EZIS is
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just a reference to indicate that dosage changes are handled using the thrombosis schedule. These
references are manually typed by nurses and physicians and can therefore have various forms.
All different forms were investigated and a new script (Appendix VIII) was used to translate them into
the same dosage value: “thrombosis schedule”.
Creation of output class
An important step in the data modification phase is the creation of the output class
(dependent variable). For this data mining problem two class values are used: Relevant (value 1) or
Not Relevant (value 0). All interaction alerts, relevant according to the pharmacist, are grouped as
Relevant and all interaction alerts that are considered to be not relevant are grouped as Not Relevant.
The relevance level provided by the “G-standaard” cannot be used as output class. Often alerts are
categorized as being highly relevant by the “G-standaard” but in practice they are often categorized
by the pharmacy as being Not Relevant. A new output class is therefore created. This is done,
as mentioned before, by translating the information in the textboxes into class values. This new class
is called the Textbox Class. All text that has been entered in the alert textboxes in the CS-EZIS will end
up in the variables Answer, Questions, and Answers in the dataset. In consultation with the pharmacist,
several recurring texts were identified and used to translate textbox information into class values.
Table 3 gives an overview of all words and sentences that were identified and used for translation to
class values. When one of these texts was present in a string in the variable Answer, it was translated
into class Not Relevant.
Text present in Answer
“Akkoord heeft ppi”
“Thuismedicatie”
“Thuissituatie”
“Deze interactie wordt via een clinical rule
gevolgd”

Translates to Textbox Class
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant

Table 3: Strings present in variable Answer and used for translation into classes

Besides parts of strings that were present in the variable Answer, also exact text values of Answer were
used for translation into classes. An overview is presented in table 4.
Exact text in Answer
“Akkoord”
“Interactie is geen probleem”
“Niet relevant, is gepauzeerd”
“Akkoord/Akkoord”
“Gebruikt van thuis”
“Akkoord thuismeds”
“Akk”

Translates to Textbox Class
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant
Not Relevant

Table 4: Exact text present in Answer and used for translation into classes

To translate all these identified strings or parts of strings into the textbox class, another script was used
(appendix IX). For each row in the dataset, the script examines the values of Answer, Questions, and
Answers. When all three are empty, the textbox class value Not Relevant is added to
the corresponding alert row. When Answer contains one of the text values from table 3 or 4, the class
value Not Relevant is added to the alert row. In all other cases, the class value Relevant is added to
the corresponding alert row. In this way, all rows receive a class value. The variables Questions and
Answers did not contain more valuable information that could be used for translation into textbox
classes.
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Variable Removal
Several variables were used to create the dependent variable Textbox Class and certain variables were
translated into different variables, grouped or used to calculate new variables. Several variables are
therefore unnecessary or useless in the data mining process and are therefore removed from
the dataset. Table 5 gives an overview of all the variables that were removed from the dataset.
Variable
Type of Alert
Answer
Questions
Answers
Alert Date and Time
Admission Date
Actual Admission Date
Discharge Date
INR Date
Length of Stay after Alert

Total Length of Stay

Why removed?
Interaction code contains same information
Useless after class creation
Useless after class creation
Useless after class creation
Not relevant for data mining process
Useless because it contains several admission
dates
Translated into length of stay before alert
Only used for removal of outpatient and unreal
data
Translated into Last INR Request
Useless because this value is not known when
alert has to be assessed while the patient is still
in the hospital
Useless because this value is not known when
alert has to be assessed while the patient is still
in the hospital

Table 5: Overview of all variables that are removed from the final dataset

The dataset (5,383 drug-drug interactions) that will be used for the actual modeling process contains
the following variables: Status, Interaction Code, Relevance Level, Dosage, Home Flag, Drug, ATC Code,
Age, Last INR Request, INR Result, Length of Stay before Alert, INR Label, and Textbox Class.
The dependent variable Textbox Class contains 805 “relevant alert” values and 4587 “not relevant
alert” values.
Categorizing variables
The final part of the Data Modification phase deals with converting several variables into categorical
variables. This is done using IBM SPSS Statistics 22. The following variables contain nominal string
values and they are converted into numeric categorical values in order to make them usable for data
mining: Status, Interaction Code, Relevance Level, Dosage, Home Flag, Drug, ATC Code, INR Label,
and Textbox Class. The output of the conversion is presented in table 6.
Variable
Status
Interaction Code
Relevance Level
Dosage
Home Flag
Drug
ATC Code
INR Label
Textbox Class

Numeric Categorical Output
{1-3}
{1-7}
{1-3}
{1-174}
{1-2}
{1-108}
{1-23}
{1-3}
{0-1}
Table 6: Numeric values of categorical variables
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All other variables (Age, Last INR Request, INR Result and Length of stay before Alert) contain numeric
continuous values.

4.3.2 Statistical Analysis
In this part of the thesis a statistical analysis will be performed on the already modified dataset.
First, the data will be checked for outliers after which a missing value analysis is done to determine
whether some cases should be removed from the data. Subsequently, an analysis will be made about
normality of the classes and correlations in the dataset.
Outliers
Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Age

5383

8

100

76,63

10,317

last_INR_Request

5183

-3113

384

30,96

270,234

INR_Result

5118

,9

12,5

2,816

1,8507

LOS_before_alert

5362

0

349

9,54

27,610

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics of continuous variables in the dataset

Minimum and maximum values are presented in table 7 of all continuous variables. These continuous
variables Age, Last INR Request, INR Result and Length of Stay before alert can have outliers.
To investigate the presence of outliers in these four variables, one looks at their boxplots.

Figure 12: Boxplots of Age, Last INR Request, INR Result, and Length of Stay before alert
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Figure 12 shows four boxplots of the continuous variables present in the dataset. IBM SPSS Statistics
22 uses an interquartile range (IQR) of 1.5 x IQR to determine outliers. The IQR of a boxplot is marked
in beige colour in these four boxplots and thus outliers are displayed 1.5 x IQR above or below
this beige box (Hair et al., 2006).
One can see that Age (top left) contains several outliers between the age of 50 and 0 years.
However, all these values can be considered plausible and therefore no age values are removed from
the dataset. Looking at the boxplot of Last INR Request (top right), one can see many outliers between
0 and -3000 days and a few outliers between 0 and 400 days. A positive value for
Last INR Request means that the last INR request in the system is later in time compared to the alert.
This may occur when a patient’s INR is monitored continuously and in consultation with
the pharmacist the decision was made to not remove these values from the dataset. A value of -3000
days means that it is 3000 days ago that the last INR value was requested for this patient, which is
roughly 8 years. This seems to be a long time, but this value can still be considered plausible because
this last INR request value can be generated during the before last hospital visit of the patient.
Therefore no Last INR Request values will be removed from the dataset. The next boxplot
(bottom left) is containing data from the patient’s INR Result. It contains several outliers, ranging from
6 to 12.5. Although these values are high INR values, they are still plausible values and are therefore
not excluded from the dataset. The last boxplot (bottom right) contains information about the length
of patient’s stay before the alert was generated in the CS-EZIS. Many outliers can be identified between
0 and 365 days. These values are all valid because the assumption was made that patients can have
a maximum length of stay before an alert of 1 year.
Histograms are created to investigate the distribution of different values in the categorical variables
(figure 13). Histograms of Dosage and Drug are not present because these two variables contain too
many different categorical values which makes it impossible to create clear histograms. Occurrences
of different categorical values in the variable Drug range from 1 occurrence to 2117 occurrences and
occurrences of different categorical values in the variable Dosage range from 1 occurrence to 2616
occurrences.

Figure 13: Histograms of categorical variables

One can see that many categorical variables have differences in the occurrences of different values.
However, this did not lead to the removal of any value in one of the categorical variables.
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Missing values
The second step of the statistical analysis is the identification of missing values. Table 8 shows
an overview of the number of valid cases and missing values per variable in the dataset. One can see
that the variables Last INR Request, INR Result, and Length of Stay before alert are missing data.
An explanation for these missing values could be that when a patient’s INR value is requested,
no INR Result value is present in the dataset.

N

N

N

Status

Interaction_Code

Relevance_level

Dosage

Home_Flag

Valid

5383

5383

5383

5383

5383

Missing

0

0

0

0

0

Drug

ATC_Code

Age

last_INR_Request

INR_Result

Valid

5383

5383

5383

5183

5118

Missing

0

0

0

200

265

LOS_before_alert

INR_Label

Textbox_Class

Valid

5362

5383

5383

Missing

21

0
0
Table 8: Missing values

To determine whether this missing data is randomly distributed over the dataset a Little’s MCAR-test
(Missing Complete At Random) is done. The null hypothesis of the MCAR-test states that all missing
values are randomly distributed. This null hypothesis is accepted when a p-value of 0.05 or higher is
found (Hair et al., 2006).
EM Meansa
last_INR_Request

INR_Result

LOS_before_alert

30,95

2,816

9,54

a. Little's MCAR test: Chi-Square = 3,377, DF = 5, Sig. = ,642
Table 9: Expectation Maximization Means and MCAR-test result

Looking at table 9, one can see that the significance of the Little’s MCAR-rest is 0.642 meaning that
the null hypothesis is accepted and all missing values are randomly distributed over the dataset.
This gives the opportunity to use some imputation techniques to fill the missing data spots. However
in this project, missing data is actually giving information about the patient and therefore no
imputation methods are used and missing data are just ignored.
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Normality in output classes
After having dealt with outliers and missing values, normality of the output classes is examined.
Looking at table 10 and figure 14 one can see that there are many more Not Relevant(0) alerts than
Relevant(1) alerts. A high skew in the Textbox class can have a negative influence on
the performance of data mining models, according to Cieslak & Chawla (2008). Oversampling of
the Relevant values in a class could improve the performance of the data mining models.
Textbox_Class
N

Valid

5383

Missing

0

Skewness

1,966

Std. Error of Skewness
,033
Table 10: Skewness of output classes

Figure 14: Histogram of Textbox class
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Pearson’s Correlations
The last step in this statistical analysis is the examination of correlations between the variables.
Table 11 shows an overview of the Pearson’s Correlations.

Table 11: Pearson Correlations

One can see that there are strong significant correlations between Interaction Code and Relevance
Level (-0.748), Dosage and ATC Code (-0.518), Drug and ATC Code (0.588), and Last INR Request and
INR Label (-0.538). The correlation between Interaction Code and Relevance Level can be explained
by the fact that most interactions have the same relevance level in the system. The correlation
between Dosage and ATC Code is caused by the fact that drugs with the same ATC code are often
prescribed using the same kind of dosage (tablet, ampoule, etc.). One would expect a correlation close
to 1 between Drug and ATC Code. This is, however, lower (-0.588) because there are different drugs in
the system that have roughly the same effect and can therefore have a different categorical drug value
in this dataset. The last strong correlation (between Last INR Request and INR Label) can be explained
by the fact that the INR label is created using the last INR request.
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5. Modelling & Evaluation
This chapter gives an overview of the modelling and evaluation phases of this research project which
are carried out using MathWorks MATLAB 2014b.

5.1 Expert Class
Before the modelling phase is started, a second output class is created, called Expert Class.
The Expert class values are based on the outcomes of the alert assessment protocol used by
the pharmacist. This protocol is re-created in co-operation with the hospital pharmacist and is used in
the pharmacy to assess drug-drug interactions between Cumarines and other drugs (figure 15).

Figure 15: Protocol used for alert assessment of Cumarines interactions

The protocol starts at “Drug-drug interaction” (in black) and the first question is about
the Home Flag which indicates whether the patient was already using the combination of drugs at
home. When this is true (yes) the interaction alert is considered to be of low relevance and therefore
gets value Not Relevant. When the home flag is not activated in the CS-EZIS, the pharmacist looks at
the type of drug that Cumarine is interacting with. When this is Miconazol, the drug-drug interaction
alert is always of high relevance and therefore Relevant. When Cumarine is interacting with
Cotrimoxazol, the pharmacist has to look at the specific dosage of Cotrimoxazol. When this dosage is
high, the alert is considered to be Relevant. Appendix X shows an overview of the Cotrimoxazol dosages
that are low and those that are high, according to the pharmacist. When the dosage is low or when
Cumarine is interacting with another drug, questions are asked about the INR value. When
the INR value is unknown, the pharmacist checks whether an INR value is requested. If it is requested
the alert is considered to be Not Relevant and if the INR is not requested, the alert is Relevant. When
the INR level of a patient is known, the pharmacist looks at the level of the patient’s INR.
All values ranging between 2 and 4 are considered to be safe and therefore correspond with alerts that
are Not Relevant and all INR values outside this range are considered to be different and correspond
to alerts that are Relevant.
This protocol is translated into different if then else statements in a VBA script (appendix XI) and is
used to calculate an Expert Class value for each alert row in the dataset. A class value of zero
corresponds to an irrelevant alert and a class value of one corresponds to a relevant alert.
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5.2 Experimental Setup
The modelling phase of this data mining project starts with the comparison of the two output classes.
In previous sections of this report two output classes were created; Textbox Class and Expert Class.
To evaluate whether there are differences between these classes a confusion matrix is created which
is presented below.
Expert Class

Textbox
class

accuracy =0.608

0

1

sum

Recall = 0.498

0

3002 (TP)

1582 (FN)

4584

Precision = 0.499

1

530 (FP)

275 (TN)

805

3532

1857

sum

At a glance it is clear that there are large differences between the two classes. This is also confirmed
by the values for accuracy, recall and precision. The Expert class has 3,532 alerts classified as being Not
Relevant (value 0) whereas the Textbox class has 4,584 alerts classified as being Not Relevant. This
means that there is a difference between the actual alert assessment (Textbox class) and the protocol
that describes how the alert assessment has to be done (Expert Class).
According to the pharmacist, this can be explained by the fact that the protocol has several exceptions.
Those exceptions are not included in this protocol. Besides, there are also many ways to interpret the
protocol. Because alert assessment is done by approximately 50 employees, many interpretations of
the protocol and its exceptions exist. The dependent variable Textbox Class is used in this data mining
project to test whether it is possible to extract rules from the dataset which could potentially improve
the alert assessment process.
The modelling process continues with the partitioning of the dataset into a training dataset,
a validation dataset and a testing dataset (figure 16). First, the total dataset is split into
a training & validation dataset (90% of all alerts) and a testing dataset (10% of all alerts). The testing
dataset is kept separate and will only be used for testing the final models in the Evaluation phase.
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Figure 16: Data Partitioning

Using the training & validation dataset (containing 4,845 alerts), two datasets are created.
One dataset that is not modified (unbalanced dataset) and containing output class values that are not
normally distributed over the dataset and one dataset that has undergone an oversampling step
(balanced dataset containing 8,450 alerts). This oversampling step is performed to balance the class
values which could lead to better data mining results. The final balanced dataset contained 4,124 Not
Relevant alerts and 4,326 Relevant alerts. The two datasets are called balanced and unbalanced and
will be used to train the different data mining models in this research project. The balanced and
unbalanced dataset are both split into subsamples that contain a training dataset and a validation
dataset. A random partition for a stratified k-fold cross validation is created and in our case
10 partitions (subsamples) are created. One subsample contains 90% of the alerts that is used for
training and 10% of the alerts that is used for validation. This partitioning procedure ensures that each
subsample has roughly equal size and same class value distribution. Each training part of
the subsample is used to train a model and each validation part of the subsample is used to validate
this model. All results of the subsample modelling are averaged to improve results and to make sure
small deviations in the dataset have less influence on the final model.
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5.2 Decision Tree
The first data mining method that is used is a Decision Tree. As already mentioned in the previous
section, all variables (including the Textbox Class values) are used and presented to the model in this
data mining process.

Default Decision Tree
To train this decision tree a loop is created that feeds 90% (training data) of all ten subsample data
one-by-one to the algorithm. After training the decision tree with the training data of a subsample,
10% of the subsample data is used to validate the tree. An example of a section of a trained decision
tree can be found in appendix XII. The results of all ten validated subsamples are averaged and
presented below (tables 12 & 13). This process is first carried out for the unbalanced dataset and later
repeated for the balanced dataset using a decision tree with default settings.
TP
386,80

FP
TN
33,90 38,20

FN
Kappa
25,60 0,4913

Recall
0,7339

Precision
0,7591

F-Measure
0,7465

Accuracy AUC
0,8771
0,8352

FN
Kappa Recall
41,30 0,7827 0,8916

Precision
0,8913

F-Measure
0,8914

Accuracy
0,8913

Table 12: Decision Tree results of unbalanced dataset

TP
FP
TN
371,10 50,50 382,10

AUC
0,9317

Table 13: Decision Tree results of balanced dataset

One can see that there are some differences between the results of the default decision tree that is
trained and validated using unbalanced data and the one using balanced data. Accuracy has good
results (close to 1) for both the models, but the values for Recall, Precision, F-Measure, Kappa, and
AUC of the model that used the balanced dataset are significantly higher. This would indicate that the
model performs better when trained and validated with the balanced dataset. However,
the model trained with the unbalanced data has a lower amount of FP classifications (missed alerts).

Cost of misclassification
To reduce the number of missed alerts and to improve the overall model, parameter adjustments are
made. The first parameter that is changed is the cost of misclassification. With this particular
parameter, the costs of False Positive and False Negative classifications can be increased.
Because FP classifications are most interesting in this research project, the costs are increased for
those misclassifications. A loop is used to increase the cost of FP classification step by step from 1 to
20. This is done using the unbalanced data as well as the balanced data. Results of the models using
the different cost values can be found in appendix XIII and XIV.
The second parameter that is changed is called MinLeafSize. This parameter is used to specify
the minimum number of leaf node observations. When for example MinLeafSize is equal to 4, this
means that each leaf in the decision tree has at least four observations per tree leaf. This means that
a smaller tree is created when this minimum number is increased. Several values are investigated for
both cost and MinLeafSize to get the model with the highest classification quality. The final script that
is created in MATLAB can be found in Appendix XV. The two models (one trained with unbalanced
data, and one trained with balanced data) with the best classification quality are used to obtain the
final results. The final results are created by using the testing dataset (10% of initial dataset) that was
created in the first step of the data partitioning part (figure 16).
Looking at the results of the cost decision tree trained & validated with the unbalanced data in
appendix XIII, the result of cost of False Positive classification equal to 4 gives the best result
(Kappa value of 0.5252). All other values (recall, precision, f-measure, accuracy, AUC) vary little and
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can all be considered good (all above 0.73). One can also see that the amount of FP classification is
the lowest and not changing much above a cost value of 4.
Looking at the results from the decision tree that was trained & validated with the balanced dataset in
appendix XIV, the result of cost equal to 1 seems to be best (Kappa value of 0.7827). However,
a decision tree with a cost value of 1 is not different compared to the default decision tree (see result
in table 13). This means, that when the model is trained with the balanced data, no significant
improvement can be made to the model using the parameter cost. When looking at the number of
FP classifications, one can conclude that a higher value of cost would be better because the number of
FP classifications is decreasing until a cost of around 5 (Above a cost of 5 the effect on FP decreases).
The ROC-curves are also useful to notice the influence of the different cost values on the model trained
and validated with the unbalanced dataset (appendix XVI) as well as the model trained and validated
with the balanced dataset (appendix XVII). A conclusion can be drawn when looking at the ROC-curves;
all ROC-curves of the model trained with the balanced dataset are better compared to those of
the model trained and validated with unbalanced data. One can also see that there are no major
differences in model quality when using different cost values for the model trained and validated with
the balanced dataset.
Based on all the quality measures of the models with different parameter settings one can conclude
that a cost value of 4 generates the best results when using the model trained with the unbalanced
dataset, and a cost value of 1 for the model trained with the balanced dataset. However, the quality
measure differences (for the different cost value settings) for the model trained with the balanced
dataset are very small. Because using a higher cost value would result in less FP classifications and
in order to make a good comparison between the two models, the cost value is therefore set at 4 for
both models when generating the final results. These final results of both models are presented below
(tables 14 and 15).

Minimal Leaf Size
Several different parameter values are also investigated for the parameter that can be used to define
the minimal number of observations in a leaf (MinLeafSize). The results of the MinLeafSize-Decision
Tree can be found in appendix XVIII and appendix XIX. Looking at the results for the decision tree
trained and validated with the unbalanced dataset (appendix XVIII), one can see that for decreasing
minimal leaf sizes the values for recall, precision and accuracy are decreasing and that the number of
FP classifications is increasing when MinLeafSize increases. It can also be observed that Kappa values
and AUC values are decreasing when the minimal leaf size is increasing. This effect is well illustrated in
the ROC-curves of the model trained and validated with unbalanced data (Appendix XX). One can see
that ROC-curves of less quality correspond to the models that used high MinLeafSize values.
This was to be expected because a higher value for the minimal leaf size leads to a smaller decision
tree that makes less distinctions in the dataset. This effect is less discernible when looking at
the results and ROC-Curves of the model trained and validated with the balanced dataset
(Appendix XIX and XXI). Also for these results, the values for recall, precision and accuracy are
all high (close to 1).
One can conclude for the model trained and validated with the unbalanced dataset, the highest Kappa
value and the lowest FP classifications are found when using a MinLeafSize value of 1.
MinLeafSize 1 is the default value and therefore does not differ from the result obtained when using
the default decision tree. Looking at the results of the model trained with balanced dataset, one can
conclude that the value of MinLeafSize has little effect on the Kappa value. To investigate whether
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an effect is also absent when using the testing dataset, MinLeafSize is set to 1 and to 10 for both
models. The results are presented in tables 16 and 17.

Decision Tree Results
In the four tables below one can find the results of the decision trees that were trained using
the unbalanced dataset or balanced dataset and tested with the testing dataset. The testing dataset
(10% of initial dataset) was created in the first step of the data partitioning.
Cost
4

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

391,7

26,9

57,1

62,3

0,4627

0,7713

0,7070

FMeasure
0,7391

Accuracy

AUC

0,8342

0,7980

Table 14: Final Results of Decision Tree model trained with unbalanced data and tested with testing set
Cost

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

FMeasure

Accuracy

4

375,2
28,8
55,2
78,8
0,3888
0,7418
0,6703
0,7061
0,8000
Table 15: Final Results of Decision Tree model trained with balanced data and tested with testing set

AUC
0,7703

MLS

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

AUC

1

423,2

42,1

41,9

30,8

0,7523

0,7155

0,7429

0,7292

0,8644

0,7936

10

423,8

52,8

31,2

30,2

0,5766

0,6525

0,6987

0,6756

0,8457

0,7875

Table 16: Final Results of Decision Tree model trained with unbalanced data and tested with testing set
MLS

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

AUC

1

403,9

45,4

38,6

50,1

0,3064

0,6746

0,6671

0,6708

0,8225

0,7511

10

405,8
46,5
37,5
48,2
0,3079
0,6701
0,6674
0,6688
0,8240
0,7350
Table 17: Final Results of Decision Tree model trained with balanced data and tested with testing set
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5.3 Fuzzy Inference System
The second data mining technique starts with the creation of a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
In this research project a dataset containing many different variables and values is used, which causes
the creation of many rules for Genfis1. The creation of too many rules would result in a model that
takes a lot of time to run for all different parameter settings. The disadvantage of Genfis3, is that it can
only be used with a predefined number of clusters. Genfis1 and Genfis3 are therefore not used in this
research and in the first step in using fuzzy logic, the FIS is created using Genfis2. To make sure Genfis2
is not creating too many clusters, the radius of the clustering is set to a fixed value of 1.
The partitioning of the data is done in the same way as for the decision tree prediction and again
10 subsamples containing training and validating data are created. After this step the clusters are
created using Genfis2 and a training routine is used to tune to parameters of the FIS, again using
a loop function. An example of the fuzzy rules that are created can be found in appendix XXII.
At the end of each loop, output values are generated. In comparison to Decision Tree prediction,
the prediction using the FIS does not generate binary (0 and 1) output values but continuous values
that range between 0 and 1. To translate these values into binary values, a threshold is used.
A ROC-curve is created and will be used to find the best classification quality and its corresponding
threshold. This is done for both the unbalanced dataset and the balanced dataset. The values of all
subsamples are plotted in one ROC-Curve which are presented in Appendix XXIII and XXIV. The final
script that is created in MATLAB can be found in Appendix XXV.
The first task in this modeling process is to find the threshold that is able to predict with the highest
quality. To determine the threshold that generates the prediction model with the highest quality,
the Optimal Operating Point of the ROC-Curve is calculated. For the model that was built using
the unbalanced data, this optimal point (X;Y) was found at [0.00435 ; 0.04166] on the ROC-Curve which
corresponds to a threshold value of 0.5006. The threshold to translate the output of the model
to binary class values (0 and 1) is therefore set at 0.50 for the FIS using the unbalanced dataset.
Output values higher than 0.50 are translated to 1 (relevant alert) and output values lower than and
equal to 0.5 are translated to 0 (irrelevant alert).
This procedure was repeated using the balanced dataset, which resulted in an optimal point found at
[0.16125 ; 0.76353] on the ROC-Curve. This value corresponds to a threshold of 0.5291.
The threshold to translate the output of the model to binary class values (0 and 1) is therefore set at
0.53 for the FIS using the balanced dataset

Results of Fuzzy Inference System
Using these threshold settings, the testing dataset was presented to the two models and results were
calculated. The results are presented below in table 18 and 19.
threshold

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

0,50

449,8

78,1

5,9

4,2

0,0948

0,5305

0,7181

0,6243

0,8470

Table 18: FIS Results using the testing dataset on model trained with unbalanced data
threshold

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

0,53
379,0
59,9
24,1
75,0
0,1135
0,5609
0,5534
Table 19: FIS Results using the testing dataset on model trained with balanced data
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F-Measure

Accuracy

0,5571

0,7493

5.4 Naive Bayes Classification
The last prediction method that is used is the Naive Bayes classifier. The Naive Bayes Classifier model
that is created in MATLAB can be found in Appendix XXVIII.
Again, partitioning of the data is done using the same procedure as described in previous sections and
the model is trained and validated with each of all ten subsamples for both the unbalanced and
balanced dataset. The average results of the training and validating procedure of the Naive Bayes
model are presented in Appendix XXVII and XXVIII. Unfortunately, creation of a ROC-Curve is not
possible for Naive Bayes Classifiers in MATLAB.
Compared to the prediction using the decision tree and FIS, no further improvements were made on
the Naïve Bayes model to narrow the scope of this research. Looking back at tables 14 and 15, one can
see that the Naïve Bayes classifier that was trained with the balanced data has the highest Kappa and
Accuracy but has lower values for Recall, Precision and thus a lower F-Measure. One can also see that
the number of FP classifications is lower for the model trained with unbalanced data.

Results of Naive Bayes Classifier
The testing dataset is used to check whether this is also the case for the final results. These final results
are presented below (tables 20 and 21).
TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

405,2

52,1

29,4

41,1

0,2673

0,6343

0,6515

0,6429

0,8234

Table 20: Naive Bayes Classifier Results using the testing dataset on model trained with unbalanced data

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

368,1

52,6

30,3

81,7

0,1565

0,5919

0,5728

0,5823

0,7478

Table 21: Naive Bayes Classifier Results using the testing dataset on model trained with balanced data
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6. Discussion
As mentioned in the Introduction of this thesis, this research project tries to answer the following
research question:
How can data mining techniques be used to support processing of alerts in computerized physician
order entry systems?
To answer this research question, it was divided into six sub-questions.
1. Which are the 10 most time consuming drug-drug interaction alerts at the pharmacy of MMC?
In section “4.2 Data Understanding” of this thesis, a ranking (table 1) was presented of how many alert
assessment time was spent by pharmacy personnel on each alert. Actual assessment time values were
not available and therefore the assumption was made that only alerts with filled textboxes are
considered to be time consuming. The ranking was made based on ATC Code. ATC Code B01AA07
(ranked 1) was selected to be most time consuming for the pharmacy. This is, however, not the ATC
Code with the highest percentage of filled textboxes. ATC Code J01FA10 (ranked 8) has a higher
percentage of filled textboxes (52%). In consultation with the pharmacist a decision was made to
investigate the ATC Code that had the highest number of filled textboxes and not the highest
percentage of filled textboxes, because that could potentially lead to the highest time saving for
the pharmacy.
2. What data are available and how to evaluate the usefulness of current alerts?
All kinds of data were available for this research project; patient data and data about different
medicines and interactions. Three month old data was used because only data from the test
environment of CS-EZIS could be used. All data that were present in the CS-EZIS, except confidential
patient data, were available for use in the data mining project. Decisions on which variables to include
in the dataset were made in consultation with the pharmacist and to speed up the data export
procedure of CS-EZIS only alert specific variables were included in the dataset. Because Cumarines
alerts were investigated in this project, several variables were added to the dataset that are taken into
account by pharmacy personnel when Cumarine alert assessment is done. An overview of the variables
that were included in the dataset was presented in section 4.3. However, the addition of more and
different variables might improve the data mining results. Excluding and including different variables
through a variable selection procedure might assist in creating models of higher prediction quality.
This variable selection procedure was not carried out in this research. Several assumptions were made
to simplify the data preparation part. Only INR values older than 7 days were considered to be not
valid but in fact a patient’s INR value can change in a few days. The threshold was, however, set at
7 days to make a distinction between ‘old’ INR values and ‘new’ INR values. Besides, different
sentences and texts in the variables Answer, Questions, and Answers were identified and translated
into class values. Text values were detected by eye which makes the created model only useful for
prediction of Cumarine alerts and not useful for prediction of other interaction alerts. Another
assumption was made on the length of stay of a patient. Patients with a length of stay longer than
1 year were excluded from the dataset. A length of stay of one year or more is in fact possible but very
unlikely to occur, according to the pharmacist.
The usefulness of an alert was defined using two procedures which are both described in section 4.3.1.
Alert usefulness was scored using two labels: alerts being Relevant and alerts being Not Relevant.
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Some relevant alerts are in fact more relevant than other relevant alerts. This difference, however,
was disregarded because it would mean that more than two class labels should have been used. The
scoring of alerts was done for two output classes: Textbox Class and Expert Class. The relevant and not
relevant values for the Textbox class were created using the textboxes and the Expert class values were
created using the pharmacy protocol for Cumarines alert assessment. This protocol was translated into
if-then rules and patient specific (age, INR value, etc.) and drug specific (type, dosage, etc.) variables
were used to create the Expert class values. A comparison was made between the two output classes
to show that there are differences between them.
3. Which data mining techniques are suitable for creating alert assessment support models?
This data mining problem was identified as a prediction problem. In section 3.3 of this thesis
an overview was presented of the different data mining techniques and algorithms. Because class
values were included in the dataset, a supervised learning method was used in this prediction problem.
This meant that several classification and prediction techniques could be used in this data mining
problem. Although association rule mining is normally using the unsupervised learning method, it can
also be used for prediction problems. As mentioned in the introduction of the report, one example of
association rule mining, frequent itemset mining was already used in prior research on mining the
electronic medical record. However, association rule mining was not used because this method
required the creation of dummy variables for each value in the categorical variables.
This would mean that for example the variable Dosage had to be translated into 174 dummy variables.
Finally, three supervised learning prediction techniques were investigated in this research project:
Prediction using a Decision Tree, a Fuzzy Inference System, and Naïve Bayes Classification.
Naive Bayes classification and a Decision tree are both capable of dealing with missing values. No alerts
were present in the dataset that were missing values in all predictor variables. When only
a few predictor variables are missing values in an alert, Naïve Bayes and Decision trees use
the predictor variables that are present in the alert and ignore the missing ones. Prediction using
a FIS is, however, not capable of dealing with missing alerts and ignores all alerts that have missing
values. These three prediction methods were suitable because they can all be trained and validated
using continuous and categorical variables. However, the prediction using a FIS considers
the categorical variables to be continuous. This could have affected the outcomes because 8 out of 12
predictor variables are in fact categorical variables. The Decision Tree technique and prediction using
FIS are particularly interesting for this project because clinical rules can easily be obtained from the
created tree and fuzzy rule base and could be used for implementation in the clinical rule environment
in CS-EZIS.
4. What data are needed for using those data mining techniques?
Because all models used a supervised learning method, the dataset had to consist of predictor variables
as well as a dependent variable (Textbox class variable). Both the algorithms that were used to train
the Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes are able to return binary class values that are based on all
the predictor values in the dataset. Therefore binary class values of 0 and 1 were created. All three
data mining methods were selected because they are all capable of dealing with numeric variables and
are still useful when some data is missing in the dataset. To make sure only numeric values were
present in the dataset, all categorical variables were translated into variables with numeric categories.
The final dataset was split up to train, validate and test the obtained models. Because the binary output
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values in the variable Textbox Class were not normally distributed, an oversampled dataset was
created to investigate the difference between the models trained with balanced and unbalanced data.
5. What is the quality of the obtained methods?
The quality of the different models is assessed using the quality measures described in section 3.4.
Quality results are presented in the previous section. These results were created using the test data
that was created using the data partitioning process described in figure 16. When looking at
the results of the Decision Tree (DT) model with different parameter settings one can see that Recall,
Precision, and Accuracy are all moderate to high (between 0.66 and 0.94) and no large differences in
the quality values of the model are present. Based on these values one can say that DT’s using different
parameter settings can all be used for prediction of alert relevance levels. There are, however, larger
differences in the Kappa values of the different decision trees. All DT’s trained with balanced data have
lower Kappa values compared to the DT with the same parameter settings but trained with
the unbalanced data. This indicates that the oversampling step did not contribute to
an improvement of the DT models. One can see that the DT trained with the unbalanced data with
a minimal leaf size of 1 (which is no different than the default DT) has the highest Kappa value (0.7523).
The results of the prediction using the FIS and the Naïve Bayes classifier are of less quality. Although
accuracy has high values (0.74-0.85), the Kappa values are much lower compared to the DT results.
Especially the Kappa values of the FIS are low (0.09 and 0.11) and indicate that this prediction is not
much better than a random prediction. This is probably caused by the fact that the FIS has difficulties
with the prediction of relevant alerts.
6. Can these created alert assessment support models be used in practice?
In this part the Deployment phase of the CRISP-DM process is described. Only the deployment of
the default decision tree trained with unbalanced data will be discussed because this model has
the highest classification quality (Kappa value of 0.7523). The aim of this research project was to find
data mining techniques that can support processing of prescription alerts at the Maxima Medical
Center in Veldhoven which could ultimately reduce the time spent on alert assessment. Improvements
in alert assessment at the pharmacy could be accomplished by using the main advantage of a decision
tree model: Decision trees can easily be used to create rules. Rules created by a decision tree describe
exactly how alerts are split into different class values. Approximately 500 rules are created by the DT,
a small part of those rules can be found in Appendix XXIX. An example of a rule, extracted from the DT,
could be: If Drug=7 and Interaction Code=3 and Dosage=4 and Age<65.5 Then Output=0 (Alert not
relevant). These rules could be added to the clinical rules environment in CS-EZIS and deal with
Cumarine alerts in the background. According to the pharmacist, this could be done using the Task
module in CS-EZIS. Using this module, one can program a task which is automatically carried out by CSEZIS at a certain moment in time (e.g.: once a day). A Task in CS-EZIS calls a certain decision tree which
is built up using several clinical rules. An example of such a decision tree which has already been
implemented at MMC can be found in appendix XXX. This example is about the Sodium blood value of
a patient. A task is created in CS-EZIS that calls a decision tree once a day and checks whether there
are patients that have low Sodium blood values and are using drugs that lower the Sodium level.
Several other rules that are created within a Task at MMC are presented in appendix XXXI. All tasks are
run once a day at the pharmacy.
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The decision tree that was created in this research project could be copied into CS-EZIS to deal with
drug-drug interactions of Cumarines. A new Task could be created that calls this new decision tree
once a day. By using this Task, the pharmacy has to assess only those alerts that are defined as Relevant
by the task. The results indicate that 83% of all alerts are correctly predicted by
the model as being not relevant. This could potentially mean that 83% of all alerts can be filtered using
several Tasks in the CS-EZIS.
However, the model is not working perfectly. Implementing the rules of the model into the CS-EZIS
could therefore be done step-by-step. That is why a ranking is made to see which interaction alerts
could be implemented first because it has the lowest risk of missing relevant alerts. Table 22 shows
the different interactions that were used in this research project and how many times relevant alerts
are classified as not relevant and thus missed by the model. This table is created by using the default
DT, on the original dataset (4,845 alerts). One can see that the interaction between
CUMARINES + AMIODARON/PROPAFENON is missed in only 1.9% of the cases. To avoid the risk of
missing many relevant alerts, the implementation could start by only using the model for
the prediction of CUMARINES + AMIODARON/PROPAFENON interactions. As one can see,
1.9% corresponds to 39 alerts that are missed by the model. These 39 alerts are all alerts with
a CS-EZIS relevance level of 2 which is the second highest relevance level defined by the “G-Standaard”.
Interaction
CUMARINES + AMIODARON/PROPAFENON
CUMARINES + CARBAMAZEPINE/BARBITURATEN
CUMARINES + THYREOMIMETICA
CUMARINES + SEROTONINE-HEROPNAMEREMMERS
CUMARINES + COTRIMOXAZOL
CUMARINES + METRONIDAZOL
CUMARINES + MICONAZOL

Percentage
Total Missed missed
1986
39 1,9%
276
7 2,5%
1385
43 3,0%
729
25 3,3%
171
8 4,5%
191
11 5,4%
107
8 7,0%

Table 22: Percentage of relevant alerts missed per interaction

Looking back at the protocol in figure 15 one can say that the implementation of the model could lead
to changes in this alert assessment protocol used at the pharmacy. When for example all irrelevant
Cumarines + MICONAZOL interactions are filtered by a Task, the protocol will change. This particular
interaction could be removed from the protocol because filtering irrelevant alerts would result in the
fact that only relevant alerts are shown to the alert assessor.
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7. Conclusion
This research project was carried out to serve the hospital pharmacy of Maxima Medical Center in
Veldhoven. Several data mining techniques were investigated to find out how well they can predict
alert relevance levels based on pharmacy data. Looking at all the results of the different data mining
techniques that were used one can say that the decision tree prediction model has the highest quality
values compared to the Naïve Bayes Classifier and the prediction using Fuzzy Inference System. This
Decision Tree data mining method can be used to predict how relevant an interaction alert is in clinical
setting. The decision tree could be copied into the CS-EZIS of MMC to support alert assessment and to
decrease the chances of alert fatigue. The results showed that the model could be used to filter 83%
of all alerts. This would be a major improvement in alert assessment according to the pharmacist.
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8. Limitations & Recommendations for further research
During this research project we faced some limitations. First of all, we could not work with the live
database but with a three months old test version. Another important limitation was the time that was
needed to export a large dataset from the CS-EZIS. Despite the fact that the export module in
CS-EZIS is very useful to select which variables to include in the dataset and to have a nice overview of
all possible variables, the number of variables to include in the dataset was limited due to the time it
took to export the dataset. This resulted in the fact that only Cumarines interactions were investigated.
Data mining techniques are often used to find hidden patterns and relations in data. Using less
variables decreases the opportunity to find many hidden patterns. Finding a way to export more
variables and different alerts could lead to the creation of a better predictive model. Another limitation
was discovered when alert assessment time was searched in CS-EZIS. No actual variable was present
in the system that indicated the assessment time spent on each alert. Therefore the assumption was
made that all alerts with filled textboxes are time consuming and that assessment time is equal for all
alerts. Apart from the fact that the value for alert assessment time was missing, there was also a real
variable missing that could be used as dependent variable (output class). The system only saved
textbox values that were entered during the assessment procedure. This means that actual decisions
on how relevant an alert is (relevant or not relevant), are not stored in the system and could therefore
not be included in the dataset. To solve this issue, textbox values were examined and translated into
output class values that correspond to the level of relevance of an alert. However, there were a lot of
different texts typed in the textboxes that often had the same meaning. A standard way of filling
textboxes using the same words for each comparable alert could contribute to improve the translation
from textbox value to output class value. Finally, most predictor variables were categorical variables
that were converted into numeric categorical variables. This could have had an impact on the quality
of the FIS because this model treats categorical variables as continuous variables.
There are several interesting topics for further research. An interesting study can be done on the actual
implementation of the model. This could be done by making use of the (3 months old) test
environment of CS-EZIS and actually start using the model for automatic alert assessment by using
a CS-EZIS Task that calls the decision tree once a day. This research could lead to a clear indication of
how many relevant alerts will actually be missed when the model is used in practice. This study could
be extended by implementing the model at different hospitals that use the same CS-EZIS. Investigating
how many alerts are missed at the pharmacy at the moment would also be interesting. Looking at the
first row in table 22, we know that the model misses 1.9% of the alerts. It would be interesting to
investigate whether this is actually better than the alert assessment in service now.
Another recommendation is based on using variable selection. Including and excluding certain
variables in the dataset and verifying the effect on the models could lead to higher quality models. This
would, however, demand a computer with high calculation qualities to speed-up the export procedure
of CS-EZIS.
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Appendices

Appendix I: CS-EZIS screen presented to the pharmacist containing three medication alerts belonging to one patient.

Appendix II: CS-EZIS screen presented to the pharmacy technician containing three medication alerts belonging to one patient.
Alerts presented to the pharmacy technician contain an empty textbox that can be used by the pharmacy technician to
communicate with the pharmacist about that specific alert.
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Appendix III: CS-EZIS Screenshot of medication alert database

Appendix IV: Screenshot of the Filter block in the export system. Several filter criteria can be selected on the right and added
to the filter on the left.
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Appendix V: Screenshot of Excel block that is used to select those variables to include in the dataset and to convert the data
to excel format.
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Appendix VI: Data Modification VBA Script.
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Appendix VII: VBA Script to remove unreal and outpatient data

Appendix VIII: VBA Script to group dosage of Cumarines
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Appendix IX: VBA Script used to translate text values into classes

Cotrimoxazol Dosage
1x per 2 days 480/960 tablet
1x per day 480 tablet
1x per day 960 tablet
2x per day 480/960 tablet
3x per day 480/960 tablet

Expert opinion
Low dosage
Low dosage
High dosage
High dosage
High Dosage

Appendix X: Cotrimoxazol Dosage and expert opinion
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Appendix XI: VBA Script used to create Expert Class value for each row in dataset. This created was created by translating the
Expert Protocol into if-then-else rules in VBA
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Appendix XII: Example of trained Decision Tree. This tree was created because the initial tree provided by MATLAB was too
large to display. One can see that the first data division is done based on the type of drug. An example of a rule in this tree
could be: if Drug=7 and Interaction Code=3 and Dosage=4 and Age<65.5 Then Output=0 (Alert not relevant).
Cost

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

FMeasure

Accuracy

AUC

1

386,8

33,9

38,2

25,6

0,4913

0,7339

0,7591

0,7454

0,8772

0,8353

2

374,6

26,1

46

37,8

0,5122

0,7732

0,7419

0,7558

0,8681

0,8275

3

364,8

20,4

51,7

47,6

0,5208

0,8008

0,7339

0,7590

0,8597

0,8387

4

362,5

18,9

53,2

49,9

0,5252

0,8084

0,7332

0,7603

0,858

0,8371

5

363,1

20,2

51,9

49,3

0,5151

0,8002

0,7301

0,7558

0,8566

0,8244

6

358

21,5

50,6

54,4

0,4798

0,7850

0,7127

0,7378

0,8433

0,8158

7

358,1

19,6

52,5

54,3

0,4988

0,7982

0,7198

0,7467

0,8475

0,8231

8

357,2

20,1

52

55,2

0,4901

0,7937

0,7159

0,7423

0,8446

0,8158

9

355,1

19,8

52,3

57,3

0,4832

0,7932

0,7122

0,7389

0,8409

0,8192

10

355,4

19,2

52,9

57

0,4894

0,7978

0,7151

0,7423

0,8427

0,8227

11

354

19,2

52,9

58,4

0,4836

0,7961

0,7119

0,7391

0,8398

0,8228

12

355,1

18,6

53,5

57,3

0,4938

0,8016

0,7166

0,7443

0,8433

0,8281

13

354,8

19,3

52,8

57,6

0,4863

0,7963

0,7134

0,7405

0,8413

0,8208

14

355,2

18,6

53,5

57,2

0,4941

0,8017

0,7168

0,7445

0,8436

0,8239

15

354,5

18,8

53,3

57,9

0,4897

0,7994

0,7145

0,7420

0,8417

0,823

16

351,5

18,6

53,5

60,9

0,4787

0,7972

0,7087

0,7361

0,8359

0,8218

17

350,7

17,7

54,4

61,7

0,4835

0,8025

0,7103

0,7382

0,8361

0,8288

18

350,6

18,1

54

61,8

0,4796

0,7995

0,7087

0,7363

0,8351

0,8261

19

352,6

18,4

53,7

59,8

0,4855

0,7999

0,7118

0,7394

0,8386

0,8249

20
353,1
18,5
53,6
59,3
0,4865
0,7998
0,7125
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0,7401

0,8394

0,8245
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Cost

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

1

371,1

50,5

382,1

41,3

0,7827

0,8916

0,8915

0,8914

0,8914

0,9317

2

356,3

42,2

390,4

56,1

0,767

0,8832

0,8843

0,8835

0,8837

0,9332

3

344,5

37,1

395,5

67,9

0,7509

0,8748

0,8782

0,8753

0,8757

0,9322

4

342,9

35,3

397,3

69,5

0,7513

0,8750

0,8791

0,8755

0,876

0,9322

5

339,7

34,2

398,4

72,7

0,7463

0,8723

0,8771

0,8729

0,8735

0,9343

6

338

32,3

400,3

74,4

0,7467

0,8725

0,8781

0,8731

0,8737

0,935

7

333,6

31,4

401,2

78,8

0,7383

0,8682

0,8750

0,8688

0,8696

0,934

8

329,6

30,9

401,7

82,8

0,7299

0,8639

0,8718

0,8645

0,8654

0,9346

9

330,8

31,3

401,3

81,6

0,7319

0,8649

0,8724

0,8655

0,8664

0,9361

10

327,3

31

401,6

85,1

0,7242

0,8610

0,8694

0,8616

0,8626

0,935

11

332,1

30,3

402,3

80,3

0,7373

0,8676

0,8752

0,8683

0,8691

0,9372

12

330,9

30,4

402,2

81,5

0,7342

0,8661

0,8738

0,8666

0,8676

0,9371

13

331,2

32,2

400,4

81,2

0,7307

0,8643

0,8714

0,8649

0,8658

0,9349

14

328,3

32,3

400,3

84,1

0,7235

0,8607

0,8684

0,8612

0,8622

0,9329

15

330,4

32,1

400,5

82

0,729

0,8635

0,8708

0,8641

0,865

0,9345

16

332,5

32,4

400,2

79,9

0,7333

0,8657

0,8725

0,8663

0,8671

0,9351

17

330,9

33,3

399,3

81,5

0,7274

0,8627

0,8696

0,8633

0,8641

0,9337

18

330,9

32,8

399,8

81,5

0,7286

0,8633

0,8703

0,8639

0,8647

0,9337

19

329,9

31,7

400,9

82,5

0,7288

0,8633

0,8709

0,8639

0,8649

0,9347

331,1
31,9
400,7
81,3
0,7312
0,8646
0,8717
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0,8651

0,866

0,935

20

Precision

FMeasure

Accuracy

AUC

clear all
data=importdata('train_data.mat');
% data=importdata('new_balanced_data.mat');
class=data(:,[13]);
predictors=data(:,[1:12]);
CVO = cvpartition(class,'k',10);
table=zeros(10,9);
average_table=zeros(20,10);
vars={'Status' 'Interaction_Code' 'Relevance_Level' 'Dosage' 'Home_flag' 'Drug' 'ATC_Code'
'Age' 'Last_INR_Request' 'INR_Result' 'LOS_before_alert' 'INR_Label' };
figure;
for a=3;
Cost=([[0, 1]; [a, 0]]);
S0=[0,0];
true0=0;
for i = 1:CVO.NumTestSets
trIdx = CVO.training(i);
teIdx = CVO.test(i);
train1=predictors(trIdx,:);
test1=predictors(teIdx,:);
trainY=class(trIdx,:);
testY=class(teIdx,:);
tree=fitctree(train1,trainY,'PredictorNames',vars,'CategoricalPredictors',{'Status'
'Interaction_Code' 'Relevance_Level' 'Dosage' 'Home_flag' 'Drug' 'ATC_Code'
'INR_Label'},'Cost',Cost);
%
tree=fitctree(train1,trainY,'PredictorNames',vars,'CategoricalPredictors',{'Status'
'Interaction_Code' 'Relevance_Level' 'Dosage' 'Home_flag' 'Drug' 'ATC_Code'
'INR_Label'},'MinLeafSize',a);
[y_predict,scores]=predict(tree,test1);
S0=[S0;scores];
true0=[true0;testY];
cm=confusionmat(testY,y_predict);
TP=cm([1],[1]);
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FP=cm([2],[1]);
TN=cm([2],[2]);
FN=cm([1],[2]);
number_of_relevant=sum(testY==1);
number_of_Not_relevant=sum(testY==0);
total_number_of_observations=length(testY);
aa=((TP+FP)*number_of_Not_relevant)/total_number_of_observations;
bb=((FN+TN)*number_of_relevant)/total_number_of_observations;
D_random=(aa+bb);
D_real=TP+TN;
D_perfect=total_number_of_observations;
Kappa=(D_real-D_random)/(D_perfect-D_random);
recall=TP/(TP+FN);
precision=TP/(TP+FP);
accuracy=(TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN);
table(i,:)=[a TP FP TN FN Kappa recall precision accuracy];
end
table;
averages=sum(table)/10;
S0=S0([2:end],[1:2]);
true0=true0(2:end);
[X,Y,T,AUC]=perfcurve(true0,S0(:,[2]),1);
average_table(a,:)=[averages(1,1), averages(1,2), averages(1,3), averages(1,4), averages(1,5),
averages(1,6), averages(1,7), averages(1,8), averages(1,9), AUC];
if a<6;
plot(X,Y);
xlabel('False positive rate');
ylabel('True positive rate');
title('ROC');
hold on;
elseif a==10;
plot(X,Y);
xlabel('False positive rate');
ylabel('True positive rate');
title('ROC');
hold on;
elseif a==15;
plot(X,Y);
xlabel('False positive rate');
ylabel('True positive rate');
title('ROC');
hold on;
elseif a==20;
plot(X,Y);
xlabel('False positive rate');
ylabel('True positive rate');
title('ROC');
hold on;
else
end
end
legend('cost1','cost2','cost3','cost4','cost5','cost10','cost15','cost20','location','southeas
t');
average_table;

Appendix XV: MATLAB Script used to train and validate Cost and MinLeafSize Decision Trees.
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Appendix XVI: ROC-Curves of Cost-DT trained & validated with unbalanced data. Cost values 1,2,3,4,5,10,15 and 20 are plotted

Appendix XVII: ROC-Curves of Cost-DT trained & validated with balanced data. Cost values 1,2,3,4,5,10,15, and 20 are plotted
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MLS

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

AUC

1

385,6

32,8

39,3

26,8

0,4953

0,7400

0,7582

0,7486

0,877

0,8427

2

385,9

33,5

38,6

26,5

0,49

0,7355

0,7566

0,7453

0,8762

0,8411

3

385,3

34,1

38

27,1

0,4794

0,7307

0,7513

0,7402

0,8737

0,8425

4

385,5

34,7

37,4

26,9

0,474

0,7268

0,7496

0,7372

0,8729

0,8453

5

384,7

34,1

38

27,7

0,4767

0,7299

0,7485

0,7386

0,8724

0,8495

6

385,9

35,3

36,8

26,5

0,47

0,7231

0,7488

0,7347

0,8725

0,851

7

387,2

35,6

36,5

25,2

0,4739

0,7226

0,7537

0,7364

0,8745

0,8505

8

386,7

36,3

35,8

25,7

0,4621

0,7171

0,7482

0,7309

0,872

0,8498

9

385,8

36

36,1

26,6

0,461

0,7181

0,7453

0,7303

0,8708

0,8407

10

386,5

37,9

34,2

25,9

0,442

0,7058

0,7399

0,7206

0,8683

0,8381

11

387

39,8

32,3

25,4

0,4223

0,6932

0,7332

0,7100

0,8654

0,8344

12

388

40

32,1

24,4

0,4239

0,6930

0,7374

0,7113

0,8671

0,8298

13

388,8

40,8

31,3

23,6

0,4178

0,6885

0,7376

0,7082

0,8671

0,8283

14

389,8

40,6

31,5

22,6

0,4265

0,6910

0,7440

0,7121

0,8696

0,8277

15

390,9

40,9

31,2

21,5

0,4286

0,6903

0,7487

0,7131

0,8712

0,8264

16

390

41,3

30,8

22,4

0,418

0,6864

0,7416

0,7081

0,8685

0,8158

17

390,3

43,2

28,9

22,1

0,3958

0,6736

0,7335

0,6962

0,8652

0,8001

18

392

44,9

27,2

20,4

0,3814

0,6639

0,7344

0,6888

0,8652

0,7955

19

392,3

45,2

26,9

20,1

0,3784

0,6622

0,7346

0,6875

0,8652

0,7897

393
46,2
25,9
19,4
0,3682
0,6561
0,7333
0,6821
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0,8646

0,7808

20

MLS

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

Accuracy

AUC

0,8913

FMeasure
0,8913

1

370,7

50,2

382,4

41,7

0,7825

0,8914

2

0,8912

0,9347

371,9

51,2

381,4

40,5

0,783

3

0,8917

0,8916

0,8915

0,8915

0,9387

371,2

52,2

380,4

41,2

4

372,7

52,1

380,5

39,7

0,7789

0,8897

0,8896

0,8895

0,8895

0,9389

0,7828

0,8916

0,8916

0,8914

0,8914

0,9408

5

373,7

53,1

379,5

38,7

0,7828

0,8917

0,8916

0,8914

0,8914

0,9429

6

375,8

53,2

379,4

36,6

0,7875

0,8942

0,8941

0,8937

0,8937

0,946

7

374,3

8

53,8

378,8

38,1

0,7826

0,8916

0,8917

0,8913

0,8912

0,9448

9

372,4

55,7

376,9

40

0,7736

0,8871

0,8871

0,8868

0,8867

0,944

10

371,8

57,1

375,5

40,6

0,7688

0,8848

0,8848

0,8844

0,8844

0,9435

11

373,2

57,4

375,2

39,2

0,7715

0,8861

0,8862

0,8857

0,8857

0,9433

12

372,2

57,2

375,4

40,2

0,7696

0,8851

0,8851

0,8848

0,8847

0,9425

373,1

58,3

374,3

39,3

0,7691

0,8850

0,8850

0,8845

0,8845

0,9408

13

374

59,9

372,7

38,4

0,7675

0,8842

0,8844

0,8837

0,8837

0,9404

14

374,5

60,5

372,1

37,9

0,7673

0,8841

0,8844

0,8836

0,8836

0,9379

15

372,7

60,3

372,3

39,7

0,7635

0,8822

0,8823

0,8817

0,8817

0,9362

16

373,7

61

371,6

38,7

0,7642

0,8826

0,8828

0,8821

0,882

0,9333

17

374,4

61,1

371,5

38

0,7656

0,8833

0,8837

0,8829

0,8827

0,9332

18

374

61,8

370,8

38,4

0,763

0,8820

0,8823

0,8815

0,8814

0,9322

19

374,3

61,9

370,7

38,1

0,7635

0,8823

0,8827

0,8818

0,8817

0,9307

0,8806

0,8805

0,9298

20

374,1
62,7
369,9
38,3
0,7612
0,8811
0,8815
Appendix XIX: Results of MinLeafSize loop trained & validated with balanced data
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Appendix XX: ROC-Curves of MinLeafSize-DT trained & validated with unbalanced data. MinLeafSize values 1,2,3,4,5,10,15,
and 20 are plotted

Appendix XXI: ROC-Curves of MinLeafSize-DT trained & validated with balanced data. MinLeafSize values 1,2,3,4,5,10,15, and
20 are plotted
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Appendix XXII: Example of fuzzy rules created using the training dataset. Explanation of rule 1: If Status=high and Interaction
Code =low and Relevance level=high and Dosage=high and Home Flag=Moderate and Drug=Moderate and ATC Code=high
and Age=high and Last INR Request=Moderate and INR Result=high and LOS Before Alert=low and INR Label=low then output
is high.
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Appendix XXIII: ROC-Curve of the FIS prediction trained & validated with unbalanced data

Appendix XIV: ROC-Curve of the FIS prediction trained & validated with balanced data
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clear all
% data=importdata('train_data.mat');
data=importdata('new_balanced_data.mat');
class=data(:,[13]);
predictors=data(:,[1:12]);
table=zeros(10,10);
average_table=zeros(10,10);
CVO = cvpartition(class,'k',10);
z=1;
% figure;
alloutput=0;
true0=0;
for a=1:10
trIdx = CVO.training(a);
teIdx = CVO.test(a);
train1=predictors(trIdx,:);
test1=predictors(teIdx,:);
trainY=class(trIdx,:);
testY=class(teIdx,:);
fis2=genfis2(train1,trainY,1);
[fis2,~,~]=anfis([train1,trainY],fis2)
b=length(test1);
for ii=1:b
output(ii)=evalfis(test1(ii,:),fis2);
end
alloutput=[alloutput;output'];
true0=[true0;testY];
end
[X,Y,T,AUC,OPTROCPT]=perfcurve(true0,alloutput,1);
plot(X,Y);

Appendix XXV: MATLAB Script used to train and validate FIS and to find the optimal operating point
clear all
% data=importdata('train_data.mat');
data=importdata('new_balanced_data.mat');
class=data(:,[13]);
predictors=data(:,[1:12]);
CVO = cvpartition(class,'k',10);
table=zeros(10,8);
vars={'Status' 'Interaction_Code' 'Relevance_Level' 'Dosage' 'Home_flag' 'Drug' 'ATC_Code'
'Age' 'Last_INR_Request' 'INR_Result' 'LOS_before_alert' 'INR_Label' };
distributions={'mvmn' 'mvmn' 'mvmn' 'mvmn' 'mvmn' 'mvmn' 'mvmn' 'normal' 'normal' 'normal'
'normal' 'mvmn'};
for i = 1:CVO.NumTestSets
trIdx = CVO.training(i);
teIdx = CVO.test(i);
train1=predictors(trIdx,:);
test1=predictors(teIdx,:);
trainY=class(trIdx,:);
testY=class(teIdx,:);
NB=fitNaiveBayes(train1,trainY,'Distribution',distributions);
y_predict=predict(NB,test1);
cm=confusionmat(testY,y_predict);
TP=cm([1],[1]);
FP=cm([2],[1]);
TN=cm([2],[2]);
FN=cm([1],[2]);
number_of_relevant=sum(testY==1);
number_of_Not_relevant=sum(testY==0);
total_number_of_observations=length(testY);
aa=((TP+FP)*number_of_Not_relevant)/total_number_of_observations;
bb=((FN+TN)*number_of_relevant)/total_number_of_observations;
D_random=(aa+bb);
D_real=TP+TN;
D_perfect=total_number_of_observations;
Kappa=(D_real-D_random)/(D_perfect-D_random);
recall=TP/(TP+FN);
precision=TP/(TP+FP);
accuracy=(TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN);
table(i,:)=[TP FP TN FN Kappa recall precision accuracy];
end
table;
averages=sum(table)/10;

Appendix XXVI: MATLAB Script that is used to train and validate Naïve Bayes Classifier.
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TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

365,9

46,4

22,6

39,0

0,2300

0,6156

0,6272

0,6214

0,8200

Appendix XV: The average results of the training and validating procedure of the Naïve Bayes mode trained & validated with
unbalanced data

TP

FP

TN

FN

Kappa

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Accuracy

341,6

74,5

357,1

68,7

0,6500

0,8300

0,8298

0,8299

0,8300

Appendix XXVIII: The average results of the training and validating procedure of the Naïve Bayes mode trained & validated
with balanced data

Decision tree for classification
1 if Drug in {2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 21 22 23 24 25 27 28 29 30 31 35 36 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 47 49 50 59 60 63 66 67 68
69 70 71 72 74 77 79 80 81 82 83 89 92 96 98 101 102 103 105 106} then node 2 elseif Drug in {1 6 16 20 32 33 34 37 46 48 51 52 53 54 56 57 58 61
62 64 65 73 75 76 78 84 85 86 88 90 91 94 95 97 99 104 107 108} then node 3 else 0
2 if Interaction_Code in {1 3 6 7} then node 4 elseif Interaction_Code in {2 4 5} then node 5 else 0
3 if Drug in {6 16 20 33 46 48 61 73 84 90 95 97} then node 6 elseif Drug in {1 32 34 37 51 52 53 54 56 57 58 62 64 65 75 76 78 85 86 88 91 94 99 104 107
108} then node 7 else 1
4 if Dosage in {3 4 5 9 12 13 15 18 24 25 26 31 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 43 44 45 46 48 49 50 51 52 53 56 57 58 59 60 61 67 68 70 71 72 75 77 78
79 80 81 83 84 85 87 89 90 91 92 93 94 96 97 99 100 101 104 107 108 110 112 114 119 120 121 123 124 129 134 135 136 138 139 140 148 152 153 154 162
163 164 168 169 170 171 172 174} then node 8 elseif Dosage in {22 28 41 63 76 95 109 126 128 165 166} then node 9 else 0
5 if Dosage in {51 77 82 105 106 110 113 122 134 144 145 157} then node 10 elseif Dosage in {2 54 89 101 117 141 152 174} then node 11 else 1
6 if INR_Result<3.55 then node 12 elseif INR_Result>=3.55 then node 13 else 1
7 if Dosage in {6 14 16 20 21 64 73 89 116 143 146 147 149 150 153 156} then node 14 elseif Dosage in {8 10 29 30 32 47 65 68 70 74 75 77 88 111 115 125
127 133 134 137 142 144 151 155 158 160 174} then node 15 else 1
8 if Age<65.5 then node 16 elseif Age>=65.5 then node 17 else 0
9 if Age<83.5 then node 18 elseif Age>=83.5 then node 19 else 1
10 if Last_INR_Request<6.5 then node 20 elseif Last_INR_Request>=6.5 then node 21 else 0
11 if Last_INR_Request<-0.5 then node 22 elseif Last_INR_Request>=-0.5 then node 23 else 1
12 if Interaction_Code in {3 6} then node 24 elseif Interaction_Code in {1 2 4 5 7} then node 25 else 1
13 if Drug in {6 33 48 61 95} then node 26 elseif Drug in {16 73 97} then node 27 else 0
14 class = 0
15 if INR_Result<0.5 then node 28 elseif INR_Result>=0.5 then node 29 else 1
16 if Drug in {2 7 9 12 13 17 23 25 28 31 38 42 63 66 67 68 71 72 74 79 101} then node 30 elseif Drug in {4 44 69 106} then node 31 else 0
17 if Drug in {2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 17 18 19 21 22 24 29 30 31 39 40 43 44 47 49 50 59 60 67 68 70 74 77 92 96 98 101 102 103} then
node 32 elseif Drug in {13 23 27 28 42 45 63 69 71 72 79 105 106} then node 33 else 0
18 if Age<57 then node 34 elseif Age>=57 then node 35 else 1
19 class = 0
20 class = 0

Appendix XXIX: Example of part of the rules created by Default Decision Tree.
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Appendix XXX: Example of Decision tree in CS-EZIS.

Sodium and Sodium level influencing drugs
Renal Function
Vancomycin, Tobramycin, and Gentamycin users with unknown blood levels
Blood levels of drugs outside reference area
Use of stomach protector for required drugs
Faulty registered drugs
hyponatraemia for sodium-lowering drugs
Use of methotrexate with using folic acid
Use of not suitable gavage
Discharged patient with clinical active drug
Appendix XXXI: List of all Tasks implemented at MMC.
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